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CONTENT2.: This thesis is a study of the various appeals 

that have been made to provide a foundation for a 

natural-law theory and a critical eXRmination of the 

probleI!lS attendant upon thepe appeals. Al though an 

outline of this study is given in detail in the intro-

duction, I should like to point out the purpose and 

what I feel to be the significance of this study. Most 

--1 i-

societies which pride themselves on having a mature legal 

system have witnessed the inadequacy of a positiviEt 

approach to the law. Because of this, we witness the 

search for a foundation or critical standard for our 

human enactments which is stable and beyond the reach 

of human interference. \-lith the revival of interest in 

natural lRw, it is important to be aware of how 

proponents and critics have dealt with the view in 

the past in order to avoid problems and ensure an 

acceptable view for the present. In the final chapter 

of this study, I have suggested an approach for today 

which appears to overcome most of the major stumbling-

blocks of past attempts to provide a sound natural-law 

theory and which, I suggest, is a good beginning from 

which to develop a full legal theory. 
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I~'l'j'?OD1JCT'I o:~ 

'1'he notion of t n2.-Gural law! which! 3.S we shall 8l'!e ~ 

has worn a myriad of guises, has been discussed, propounded 

and cri tiei zed for nore th_8.'l t'.lO thouf:Ja~"ld years. -i~jH~ phil

osophy of law ~cnerally involves the attempt to understand 

the essence or nature of laVl, \-'lhc'::C8 law is said to gain 

its obligatory character and the differences denoted by 

such pairs of opposites as 'right' and 'wrong' and 'justice' 

and ! illjustice;. Theories put forth under the name 'natun,d' 

law' have been definite atte~pts to deal with these issues. 

i-:fatnral-law theories 111USt be :placed wi thin their 

proper co:ntext to avoid the mistaken assumption that they 

are proposed to answer all questions which may arise in 

the legal sphere. proposa.ls concerning the nature of law 

and its concomitant problems; in particular t those es

poused by natural-law theori8ts~ constitute a moral much 

more than a legal sYBtera. In factj much of the criticism 

ruld ill repute associated with natural law derives from 

the fact that its opponents and even many of its pro

ponent3 judge its efficacy on its ability to generate a 

comprehensive legal order out of its initial and funda-

mOf~t n;;-1_tural~18_vJ theorif!t;-~-- has been to find a point of 

conts.ct or a "[l1:'idgG br;;;tvlocn morality and the lo.w. 

What has been the catalyst for this constant se~rch 
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for a point of intersection? There hcr,le been a variety of 

suggestions from both defenders and pritics. Jamieson 9 

whose view will be elaborated in Part '}:V/O ~ proposes that 

the notion of lI]1a-';:;ural law is a rhetorical warrant, not 

If . d t . . J l' t' d . t' 1 .-a se _. -eVl err or empJ.rlca _. y o.emons'-ra -r;e . prennse. " hIS. 

Jamieson further suggests the psychological utility of 

. natural law. She concludes that "man 's recurring attempt 

to isolate and define the basic ordering principles 

which govern the moral and physical uni Vf~l:'Se testifies to 

a deeply felt psychological need to believe that such an 

underlying order exists ••. ,Dalief in natural law satis-

f · tl . d u2 .les .1lS nee. 

'1:'h6 more dominant view, and the one more likely to 

receive historica1 corroborc:,tion, is that man has looked 

for something, now generally classified as natural law, to 

provide justlficat-ion for the existence and obligatory 

force of pOfJitive law - not just a 'phantom lav'l f fulfilling 

a psychological need in man, but something actually exist-

ing (in a broad sense of the term) - which makes our 

calling a law unjust or void valid. As Strauss points out, 

our ability to describe a law or decision as unjust 

"implies that there iE1 a standard of rif,ht "md wrong 

independent of and higher tham positive right; a standard 

with reference to which we are able to judge positive 

._~~ __ ,-"-"_~_.~",_. ___ ~""""~_,,,,,, __ ~,,,,,,, ________ ,,,,~_~_--==~~,,"~~"'-=----'-"""~ ____ ~. -,<"",~."""_._ .• _"",o-",_"",,,,~ ___ ........ _,,_ .... ~~ 

1;r M T "'l"ll' At:- 01'1 If "a--t--Llral l' ~\'l (";.f.l \,1 ,:,.rr~"lt: If. Pl. I ]-.J.c)r~o'r.)'J·l\r 1\ , Hl t t... ~::,,, I ~,,;..) b, .i.-' v c - J(1,. -- <;.' -- V I :-:"~'~~-'::"_-"'.'~.~~""'=TF __ 
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right,"] Furthermore, this standard cannot simply be the 

ideal of one's society or group, for "the mere fact that 

we can raise the queGtion of the worth of the ideal of our 

society shows that there is something in man not altogether 

in slavery to his society. ,,4 'i'hat there is a bs.sic: unwil-

lingness on the part of judges, juries and the society at 

large in a mature legal system to effectuate laws which 

appear t unjust t 01' t unconscion.able t suggests a belief 

(functioning at least in practice) that :posi tive laws must 

conform. to some sort of fundamental moral standard. 

the following remark, "Just as wonder, according to Aris-

totle v lies at the beginning of philosophy, so, too, :i.f~ it 

found at the beginning of tho doctrine of natural law"5 

Rommen is discussing the primitive oi..""igin of the search 

for a higher standard of justice or:" appea1. He notes ,as 

do many other historians of natural law, that this idea 

emerges when a society or group, aware of their own history 

and/or other cultures f realizes that their laws are not 

only changing with time bu·t also are different from 

those of other peoples, Up until then, all 18:ws were 

h 6 'StrauGs,p .. 

-'- -,. N "'1 R u, -~] r:>- (lj- ~ A • l,J. aTl,:,>, 1. l ,1J.aiL . .;..y, • k;I ,r ••• 
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thought to be unchangeable and, being undifferentiated 

1"1" om 1 . . 6 fl" .. B t t ' -l h re 19J.OUS norms, a: (,.1 Vln8 orlgl.n. 1: u· no J.ng G e 

vast variety and variableness of the laws of the land g 

a distinction was made between what was divine and what 

was pure human enactment. From this arose the problem, 

grappled by natural-law theorists for centuries: In 

what sense are human laws nonnative and how are they 

binding? 

Most natural-law theorists? turned to a discussion 

of justice, which they felt could be a useful tool by 

which to criticize and formulate adequate huma.n laws. It 

was the clietates of thio ove~"'riding concept which were 

Been to be disclosed to man in the principles of the 

natural law. Posl tiv(~ law was considered 'just t when it 

accorded with these principles. With this one can better 

un.dar-stand the above claim that natural-law theory is more 

of a moral theory. In fact~ it provides the foundation 

for a natural ethics difJtinct from 8.ny Christian or re~,~:: 

vealed system (though not necessarily in opposition). 

:3efore introducing thE~ va:r-ious a:pPG8J.S which have 

been made to provide a foundation for a natural-law view, 

it is beneficial if one considers, at best superficially 

in this context, the various as?ects of a natural-law 

-~~--~b·~~-----·--·~--··---·--~-· ----~-~----.. ----.--~-~.-------~.-----
)'Religion' and 'divine' are here to be understood 

in a broad sense includiy~ everything from the pre-Socratic 
view to that of the Ronan Catholic Church. 

vlho have i'ol~ 
such men as 
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approach to justic~~. As d 'Entr~ves notes f there i.s an 

"indefeasible movement of the human mind which impels it 

towards the notion of an eternal and immutable justice .... 

This justice is concei\reHl as being the higher or ultimate 

law~ proceeding from the nature of the universe, from the 

Being of God and the reason of man. "8 Although this appeal 

results in various forms of natural-law theory, there are 

a few basic aspects whi(;h remain relatively ~table. One 

such aspect is that the individual is seen within a frame-

- work of norms which are not man--made but binding on m.an 

nevertheless. 

In general, judgements concerning what is or is not 

just need not involve explication of any attendant norms. 

It fjhould 1)e not(~d! though, that any sort of justification 

for these jud&ements will at least imply 80me normative 

standard. On the other hand, natural--law aE1sertions are 

immediately in the form of :l.ormati Vf:) statements, the 

contents of which are seen as formulated indE!pendently of 

the sub j eets of the norm. j~ha t is f the natural-law frame= 

Vlork of ~lu.stice is out of reach of human arbitrariness 

and caprice. It is this transcendence which allows the 

natural-·law theorist to conclude that the contents of' the 
--'-"'--n'~-"---~---~-'-~-~"-----'------"~----~"-~-__ . __ · .. __ .~_~ ____ c •• ___ _ 

()A,P.d'EntrE;'vC's~ Na·tural Law~ (TJondon: Hutchinson's 
r'n'~'- '>d;-'- -)V,_,<,"" lC'C::A\-'~'-'-"R-:"«-'-("'";-~;-'[ - C<F-, -1-. <:<h 1< t}-d".]_'!el,~.~(,y lL<: .. ",o, /.)l;,p. J •• J.w. 'propo~),:. vO ,:>_0.1, .18 

th:ce.e Elxeas f~(,Ol:'l v,hich he sug2;ef3ts that the ultimate law 
proceeds separate or join togethor in a variety of WRyS 
to result in several different formfJ of nEJ.t1J.ral~'lav! 
"'''lr>O-'''l' '"'<:! ) ld ..... ~I,. C;.-Je 



natural law are objective and unive~sal. Even views 

which suggest a certain degree of variability main-

tain that the core or source of natural~law criteria is 

unchangeable. 

fj~he moral principlef.') which refer to the activities 

of law-making and lav,,~applying make up the ideal of 

justice, although there are many views as to what exactly 

is involved materially in this ideal (which J_S seen as the 

reason for the validity of the law). As one example f I 

shall cite the view of justice proposed by John Rmvls, as 

it is supported by Charles Fried, who argv.es for i.ts 

compi:1.tibiJity with natural lav" , Fried states that the 

"full concept of justice requires recognition not only 

of the equality of all human personE; but of their ('~qual 

right to equal liberty in the pursuit of' their intElrests ... 9 

Aristotle I S notion of th E! mean between extremes cU1.d Plato's 

hartlOny and proper functionLlg of parts i.n connection 

with the whole are equally familiar answers to the Question: 

'~hat is justice?' 

ilhatever t;11e view of ju.::rl~ice I the questilrl to be 

dealt with is how are ·these moral principles of the 

nat'-lrc~l law to be asceJ:,tained? It ShOl:tld be not.ed that 

the appeals used throughout hj.story ~s foundations for 



natural law may be widely i~fluenced by the time and place 

or the current ideology 0:'(' the particular group or society. 

':'2hat this is ,':101:'(-") :~':cevalent in rmtural law theory than in 

some other subject areas "is traceable principally to the 

fact that natural law" though a difficult philosophical 

problem, is also a subject of direct, intense, daily and 

tragic interest to all sorts of people whos(:;; }Jhilosophic 

tools may well be primi ti ve. Ii 10 FurtherIllore 1· a philosophy 

free from historical and ideological influences would 

require a degree of detachment from onets surroundinGs 

which seems, humanly impo;::osible. 

There aJ~'e lilan.y examples of' history playing a major 

roJe in lnflue:0,cing not only na tural-luw theori as but 

also philosophibal system.s in General, Nevertheless, the 

basic factor in natural 10.\'1 ~ an appeal to something 

~higher t than positive law - has been consistent through·~ 

out. s:v,ro contrasting examples are those of the school-

men and the majority of modern natural-law theorists. ':1:ho 

rigid social structure at the time of the former is mirrored 

in their absolute and fixed ideal. 'L'he more modern 

theories reflect the general scepticism towards absolutes 
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been both individualistic and authoritarian, religious 

and secular , conservative and l)rOe;ressi ve as well aB a 

higher existent law invalidating positive laws inconsistent 

with it or Simply ell". ideal to which the positive law ought 

to strive to correspond. 

These variations are in general seen to accord with 

specific historical situations, A progressive or innovative 

role is IJlayed by natural law when the authority of an 

exi.sting power lS on the brink of collapse by either 

internal or external forces or is in need of an overhaul 

to keep abreast of the times. ~hen society is on an even 

keel ti1.B natural l.stw is often propounded to assist in the 

maintena.!.1.ce of t·he frtatus qu.o. But, as Simon points out, 

often even flthc relev-c:mt particularities of the historical 

treatment are best understood by being traced to the 

ideology of tht::; place and timo. ,,11 He goes on to descx'ibe 

an ideology as Ita system of propositions which, though 

indistinguishable from statements about facts and essences, 

actually refer not so 111u.ch to any real state of affairs 

as to aspirations of a society or some definite group at 

a C(':l'ta:i.~·l time in i ti3 evolution. ,,12 
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Although an ideolo[,;y has only the appearance of 

philosophy and universal truth, it need not be at variance 

. with objective truth and may help (though history has 

shown that it often hinders) in directing the choice 

of questions or problems to be studied. As was seen above, 

an ideoloe;y may serve to direct the natur8J.~law theorist 

to a search for a justificati~n of either criticism or 

approval of what is occurring in the society at that time 

and, in particula,r, to a realization that such a standard 

proves more satisfactory if it is detached from those 

occurrences and is not dependcmt on the threat of force 

alone. That is~ the search is directed to something 

¥given~f out of tlls reach of hUl!1an whim and the fluctuations 

of the teri1poral experiences of man (something I natural I ). 

Generallyp societies come to reali~e that stability 

and long-term acceptance of and obedience to its laws 

and policies requirE; a justification, enabling indi viduo.ls 

to see that their interests are not jeopardized by social 

obligations and that rightf:3 and duti(~s ar8 coincident. 

One such system which has maintained itself for more than 

two t'tiousand year::; J.B that of' :natural law. (lith the 

stu.ely of lay; and the famili':~ri ty with alien legal systems, 

the Greeks and Romans distinguished pure power from 

justice and denied the automatic vaJidity of the laws of 

their state. Fr01il these beginnings, the natural law vmEl 



these philosophers all recognize that there 
are duties or obligations which are other 
than, and independent ofs those that are 
brought into being by explicit legislative 
action. A second respect in which they all 
agree is in thinking-· that the posi ti v'e law 
is to be judged in the light of its corres~ 
pO~(ldence to law in thi:::; 'prill1n.ry sense and 
that the duty to obey the positive law 
rests, wholly or in part? on the derivation 
of the latter from the law of nature. 13 

10 

Even this outline cannot be adhered to stringently if some 

theorists are to be included under the heading '~atural 

'I'hus we can see that the view coined as the theory 

of natural law undergoes changes \vith the advancement of 

thought, the increase of experience j the general occur-

renees.of the time period and with the influence of pre-

Each 'newv,view retains portions of 

its ancestors which the theorist feels are relevant to 

the situation at hand and makes adjustments in thoso sreas 

where the explication appears inadequate, With this sort 

of 'give and take' situation it is d.ifficult to make 

any sort of elucidating classifications, Indeed, Rny sort 

of definite grouping will appear rather arbitrary and 

inaccurate consid.ering that, for the most part, each theory 

ought to be seen a:3 on the bordorline of several c:lasfJi~ 
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fications. 

Nevertheless, a s-tudy of the historical development 

of natural law suggests that there are several basic 

appeals which have been emphasized by various theorists 

in order to give a stable foundation to 8. natural law 

which tr8.ll.sc:ends human enactments. 'rhat is p when arguinr:; 

against the immutability and absolute authority of posi~ 

ti ve law by an appeal to a higher or natu.ral law J a source 

for the latter must be found which is itself stable and 

able to dictate a binding normative sY"stem by which to 

,judge the fonner. Wi tIl. out such a foundation the appeal 

to natural law would be both philosophically untenable 

and practically or legally irrelevant. 

~Che class:i..fica"t:.ons to follow are an attem.pt to 

delimi t in some useful way the major appeals taJ.cen through= 

out the morc than two thousand year history of natural 

l~w. As mentioned, these classifications are not defini-

tive but will serve to highli~ht the major thrust of 

the appeal in the variou.s theories mentioned.. Although 

the use made of other appeals will be referred to where 

olar:L ty and coherence demand. 

rl~he four bro8.d oategori ef~ of appeCi.ls rnade in order 

to provide a foundation for an ultimate normative system 

which have r(~cu:rTE~d most; frequently are appeals to 

( :1 ) 'nr ·t·u-" e .. d' .t., (2) rc·ason J (:3) the Divine and (L~) thc; hUIM.m 
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individual. The breadth of these categories carries with 

it a certain vagueness p but a look at some theories which 

appear to fall within their scope will clarify to some 

extent the notioYls involved as well as outlining the 

finer differences often ohscured between thes~ appeals, 

A chapter will be devoted to the exemplification 

of each appeal, but a brief and cursory outline should 

prove useful at this point in order to clarify the direction 

to be taken in this study. The first appeal to be dis

cussed is that of nature - generally considered the most 

primitive and chronologically the first sort of appeal 

to an ultimate given to establiah some sort of normative 

standard which could reasonably. in retrospect, be classi

fied as natu:cal law. This appeal generally revolves 

around speCUlation on the physical unIverse. Observing 

the harmony and order of the recur-ring phenomena in natuX'G, 

the early Greeks proposed that something analogous was 

needed to aBsure the security of society ~ a part of that 

natural order. The habit of obedience or the threat of 

f(;rce by the sove:cei[,n will was insuffici(mt to secure 

a stablE~ and org'.:l.ni.~ed society. 'ihf: notion of justice 

first arose "as a kind of metaphysical, cosmological 

~oJ:'i.ncipJ.e regulating -the operatio:') !)f' the forces of 

natu.re on the elt'Olmentr:-; of the "lmiverse; securing balance 
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ana' h::lr"t1flony rF('01·1.V t~-.r"'rn r,,11 "l
L

I- "Jl1co·I",·ce" . a li (.~ ... .I, -I..-:'J ..1.-,> ... ~. - \.._L. ........ _ .. I..ilu V_... , bound up 

with a teleological view of the universe at large and 

its components considered individually, was used to 

distinguish laws which were just by nature or, as 

will be elucidated in Chapter One, in their idea were 

distinguised from and used as an utimate standard for 

the justness or validity of human enactments and insti," 

tutions. As will be seen in the discussions of Plato 

aD.d A.ristotle and other exemplars of this appeal f nature 

became I ideali zed t cU3 a source of ob j ecti ve standards 

of value and was thus a guide to action. 

'.L'ha second bro2.d classification is that of' the appeal 

to reason. As will be seen, reaSon is appealed to in the 

majo:.c·i t~r· of natuJ:'o.l-law theories though in a variety of 

ways. As a separate division, reason is here understood 

not merely as the essential quality of man or as that 

faculty by which man is able to deduce the natural laws 

from their ultimate source but :r:'ather as the essE~ntial 

feature of the cosmos as a whole. ~ypified by the Stoic 

view, thic-~ appeal emphasizes man's cu:pacity to share in 

l~a tural law, thrOUGh 

15An overlapping with the first cateGory is easily 
seen here but, as will be pointed out further in Chapter 
'l'\,vo, tl'lo gr"eat~e]:-, elfl~p}18"f::;io (1il ~r'0,-1f}Orl jllSi~if'i8S i"GS il1-= 

elusion as a separate appeal. 



tiJif3 appeal, is given a universal rational foundati on~ 

reanon being seen D.S th8 il!1~11anent ~)rinciple e;uiding the 

universe with the natural law (agein heving a,normative 

connotation) as its expression for man. I_~he objective 

standards of truth and ~1ustice (the content of' -the natuJ:'al 

l.a .. \\' ) Vlere 
". J f) 1'ea80;1' .. -

'?he third claf3sification has been broadly enti-clod 

the appeal to the divine. It should be noted that prior 

generally eivon a nu~i~ous and sacral meaning. Jut it is 

generally agreed that at this ti~e there was no dis-

tinction made between nature- and convention and thus 

any appeal to the divine cannot be seen as forming a 

"basis :for a n':t turc-:.l~lavl theory .:ia-cure itself or the 

reasoninG prin.ciple or law or fatE; controlling the uni·-

verse is often referred to as divine. ~his should be seen l 

for the purposes of this s~udy at least, as an extended 

use of ~uch ternd~ology. Jhat sh211 be understood as 

divine in this context - exemplified by the ~oman 

Catholic vi ew of na-~:L':'aJ.. law .. if> the notion of a God I 

some c1.1J.thoritr:ltive fL-;u:ee (not necessa:cily in an anthro·~ 

-.. -".~~ ""-fc-S-~~' .~. -.... ,-.. -"'".-.. -.-.. ----.. ".~ .. -."-.~ ...... -.. _- .'-' .-...... -..... < .... -: •• , -~,~ "'_.- -.~~-•.• : •• -. ~.- •• - .. -.----.~ •• --:~ .. -----:"'--

.l"t f111oiJ.ld be ;l':)T,~~'.-i.. h.G~·e -L_~'l::)_'v nl~o1)j.etTiG [-1.r".18.1Y)(.; J.!l 
-tIle \T(3~):"ioilB \riC\'-,:;:3 V-l~ .. J_.l. ~._: .. :~. c::.c-;.:;.J_-~" !·,,,'l til-'- il~_ tl1P ~('·Gle·\rclYl..!G 
Cl1:::l1)-Lel'S L 
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Reason here may be seen as a grft from God enabling 

man to seo and to understand Uodls plans and dictates. 

Unlike tho second classification f though, there is n.o 

special or necessary role for reason consistently em-

phasized forf as st. Paul Buggests, these dictates are 

"wri tten in their hearts [the heathens] f their conscience 

also bearing witness."l? Aquinas, generally considered as 

the father of the Roman Catholic view, emphasizes a 

rational foundation for natural law and embarks on a st"udy 

of hwnan nature to discover the values inherent in it. 

Nevertheless, the natural law forms part of the divine 

fOrffr(~r lio's VIi t11 God p and "thus Aquinas I v:~ ow will be 

elac.orato(l upon in the Hdrd chapter as an exemplar of 

the appeal to the Divine. 

J:i'inally, the fourth broad category = that of t!HO' 

human individual = includes several major a:n.d basically 

unrelated trends in the histbry of natural law, In the 

sc"\tenteenth 8Ild eiGhteenth century formulations of the 

natural law t recU::iOn if:) often emphasi zed and may be trw 

ultimnte appeal in the sense of being the essence of 

human ncd;ure. As will be shovm in Chapter Four t this 



is often mistakenly generalized as the ultimate appeal 

in this period whereas in truth there are several views 

of what comprises the essence of 1I1an (the ultimate 

appeal). Heason is often seen as no more than the 

16 

faculty used to decluce laws from this essence. The seven· .. 

teenth and eighteenth century theories, more accurately 

characterized as theories of natural rights than of 

na-ttural law, are generally based on an analysis of the 

immanent purposes and goalf3 in the individual.. ;~_'he natural 

rights theory \vas more a protest meaGure than a cri tical 

standard for positive laws and lost its power when those 

rights 'Here granted. 

hiany of tho theories reviving--natural l.e.VI in the 

tVlentietrl century 8.180 (-')rrl~oh;:l.si7,e a study of what is 

essential in human nature though it should be noted that 

inC=-ln is ~\Tiewed both as al1 irld_ivi(ll18~1 fIn.d. af-j a rnernber of 

society with the greater emphasis appearing to fallon 

the social nature of aH_n. It will be seeD. thc;.t the 

general scepticism of modern ~an about static ideals 

influences the approach and provides D.fi1ore satisfactory 

use of the appeal to human natur(~ thaY"l that emploJ0d by 

the sGvfmteenth and eighteen.th century theorists, 

The rO(;l.d to a ~:;atis:ractor.'/ c-:tnd stable natural law 

theory has not been without setbackG and the second 

pC:l.rt of this study will concern i-tself I JX1'.('-[;ly F with 
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obligatoriness of positive enactments, The voluntarist 

tradition. often viewed as a type of natural-law theory, 

attempts to vindicate the primacy of the will over the 

intellect. It will be seen that this shift of e~phasis 

creates major changes in the notion of law and its 

basis which may lead to many unsatisfactory and even 

devastating results. 

The second attack to be discussed is that coming 

from the Hegelians and the historical sohool of law 

generally. notice will be taken oonoerning what view of 

natural law they feel that they have defeated 

and whether this attaok is adequate to undercut natural-

law theories in general. 

The remaining bulk of Part Two will conoern itself 

wi th a more lJhilosophioal rather than histori oal emphasis, 

eluoidating in greater detail the basic problelns en-

countered by natural~law theoris:Es and how they are 

ori ticized by their opponents. ~:his oombination of the 

historioal and the philosophical is, as noted by 

ell Entreves s the best way to "study th(~ vitality of natural 

law and itf:l clahn to h8:,,'e ser'ved the cause of humanity 

well. ,,18 A discussion of the major pl1ilosoph.ical prob~ 

lems involved .- the problem of the rel.ati on of fac tB and 

values or law and. moral.s, the EUllbiguities in concepts 



used, the problem of universals and the source of 

obligation - should help us to see if an appeal to a 

higher standard is justified and, further~ wh~ch appen\ 

(or combination) proves TIlost satisfactory. The view 

generally seen as at the opposite pole to the natural

law theorists - legal positivism - will be mentioned 

throughout the discuf.ision of these problems eliminating 

the need for a separate chapter devoted to it alone. 

18 

Finally, Part Three of this study will form a 

conclusion with some speculation on the future path 

needed. to be t8.ken by natural~.la'4:!roponent8 if the theory 

is to prove useful and satisfactory for modern society. 

An attempt will be made to classify the general t~ends 

in natural-law theorizing into two very broad approaches 

which are able to include withiri their bounds. a variety 

of appeals. With this reduction of the great mass of 

material concerning natural law, it will be easier to 

speculate upon which approach in gE'.li.e:c'al and, possibly I 

which app(:jf~l in iJartictllar h2.s the best chance for 

f1).ture development and for b(~ing employed as a critical 

standard with ':thich one can combat the arbitrarinesCi 

possible in any legal system. 



CHAPTER ON E 'THE APPEAL '1'0 NArrURE 

As was mentioned in the introductory remarks~ the 

appeal to nature finds its initial source in manoa obs8r~ 

vance of the harmony and order in the recurring phenomena 

of nature ~ 1'1'11 s was seen as an :td eal to whi ch man and 80cl ety 

~ pe.rts of thi s nature - ought to strl ve as "\AJell as an ul timflte 

appeal by 't'lhich one could approve or criticize ttlhat l'ms pro= 

posed in hUman enactments generally. 

The Greek philosopher - the first in the lvestern traci tion 

to speculate to any degree on an analogous ora er in man = s[;.rN <.-. 

the ordering principle in na.ture as a t jus naturale! ~ V jus' 

(rather than °lex t
) because it was a 1a'(l: 'I'7hich could be d1s= 

covered o:e parcet ved b;yv man, but not man~'illad e ¥ and 9 naturale ~ 

because it I'ras an ordinance of nature and thus beyond the rench 

of human "ThiN and arbi trariness. Thus they SS't'1 law as essentially 

for the purpose of unifying and coordinating the COEMOS an0 3 in 

t.urn~ for the benefl. t of the tndivlduals making up that COSfilOS s 

Taklnp; up a teleological viEn; of the un:l.verse~ the Greek.s 

(and other supporters of thls "lew) saw this 8jus naturale' as 

inherent in all' things as w(~ll as in the cosmos as s. whole D 

gi vtng to e8,ch enti ty a definj. te end or ul tl.mate purpose which 

j.t is eOrlrJtantly striving to att8.tin. This In:vi is lilw a tendency~

wi thin Ht1 (~nti ty \liorkinp; tovmrd s ft.l.lfil1.mcnt and ~ since nature 

was regarded in e normative light0 the completion of that tendenoy 

is good, its privation evil. 

19 
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Although norms and moral laws are emphasized to a far 

greater extent in the diecuesion of man since he has the capacity 

to apprehend and 1"eas6n about his essential nature and the 

best means to attain its fulflllment p it should neverthelees 

be noted that nature in general was seen as a source of norms. 

For example ~ the Pythagoreans saN' number as provid:i.ng not only 

a description of relationshlps in the universe but also a basis 

for conduct - 8. prescription as to hOl'l men ought to act indivld~ 

uully and in poll t:i.cal organlzatlol1 a "1"01' instance, they explained 

,justice 8..S a certain property of number p soul ana mind as another 

such 9 the 'decisive moment' as another 0 9.nd they gave the came 

interp:cet8.tion to virtually everything e1 BG as well ... 19 Further ~ 

"the degl'ce to w'hich the harmonious TIl'l.lSj.C of the soul is realized 

determ:i.nes the direct:lon of l ts destiny and 'Vlhat other bodily 

~;ojurns it must undergo before it has purified i taelf @ .. ~ [anaj 

may become one with the great cosmic harmony 1'lh101'1 is the ultJ.mate 

destiny of all existence~ ,,20 The appeal to DB.ture as the 80Urc.e 

of dictates for mane s actton as "\I'mll ['lS the teleological norm··· 

atlve frame'\tmrl~ in l'\fhich the appeal is set is evident from the 

above passages o 

~---1·9~·-~~~-·-'~== ----~-=.--"~~.-. " .. ~-~. -~-~-
From Ari stotlE~ !'':Lt.:.!.f:~J?t!Y}lt c.f~ 98.51) 22 i.n Wheel wl""':ight ~ P. (ed ) 

!!~1?~~~Q5l£!.aiJ.s..£:~ (New Yor}q '[Ihe Odyssey Press e Inc. ~ 19(6) t p", 213 
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Heraclitus as well suggests that men ought to seek to 

conform in both individual and sooial life to the law which 

guides the universB& He states that "wisdom is the foremost 

v1rtuBv and wisdom consists in speaking the trutht and in 

lending an ear to nature and acting according to her 0&0& 

Tbey who would speak with intelligence must hold fast to the 

(1d sd om that is) common to all ~ as 8 c1 ty hold s fast to its 

law 9· !:iI.nC! even mOTe strongly G For all hurll8.n 18"\,18 are fed by 

one divine la1'-1,,1I21 Once again the presoriptivfi framew·ork is 

21 

apparent - virtue (wisdom) is following the dictates of nature~ 

Al though menttoned in the introduction 9 it should be 8mphasi. zed 

once again that reference to the @divine~ in works such as these 

should be understood ll'l a cosmo1ogieal sense p as an j.nherent law 

or fate maintaining the order and harmony of the universe rather 

than a.s some supernatural entity. 

The investigation of 1a'\l'1" and just.ice embarked upon by 

Socrates and FIB-to "ms lnstigated by the Sophi st:tc ctkdl€H1gEp 

that just:tce as an aspect of man=made law was ei the I' a rat:i.on= 

al:1.zation of. interest 0:':' merely a conventional restratnt of 

inatural impulses. Q Fut'ther e the realization that the Feloponneslen 

Tovar had been caused by internal weakneSSBE' of the 01 ty<nstate 

led Plato on a. search for a more stable framei'iOrk for law and 

poll tj 0$1 o:cganlzat:Lol:1 G Onee 8ga:ln an appeal was made to the 

har1i..10Ii~t.OtU'.! OrdRl'ing of nature b808U.88 the doubt cast u.pon the 

~. ,=~_-~.'.~ ...... ", ... .,. ..... _",-..... ~.., ____ C'-".,.,. ....... ~='O<'<O<>''''.,.",..-, .. " .. ".....~_~-fi~=--~~._~=T'''''''''~ • .,.,..''~,, __ ,~ ..... ''=~ • .,. ....... "-"-'.- .. ...,.; ... ~~.--.,.,..~.~...,.-.. .......... 'I._. _~,~ 
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binding force of legal enactments was not assuaged by saying 

fhat the laws were originally set out by wise men and had now 

become customflTY nor by the suggestion that the ,obligatory nature 

of law 1'19.8 a concomi tant of general e,greement by the populace ~ 

The Sophists, directing attention to state and human relations~ 

drew a sharp cleavage between °phys1s' or the processes of nature 

and inomosV, the msn=rnade law's governing the Greek city=state~ In 

Sophocleso Antlis_on~~ Antigone replies to the charge of w'11ful1y 

disobeying the King's order by bUI'ytng her brother & that there ~LS a 

h:l.ghG1' law of nature j \1h1ch overrules posi ti ve enactment p 11hioh 

she must both respect and obey. In defence of the charge she stBteE; 

"Nor deemed I that thy decrees' ".rere of such force ~ that a mortal 

could overrlde the unwritten and unfailing statutes of heavel1 0 

}i'or their life is not of today or yesterCJD.Y~ but for all time~ 

and no man knO"t'ls \'V'hen they were first put forth." 22 Thus na tm."'e p 

for the Sophists~ was controlled by inexorable laws to be follol'mc1 

by all~. But it was the wide rift between this and positive law 

\'ihich was troublesome for Plato ana Socrates \-{ho desired 8 mOl'e 

permanent basis for the latter as well~ Thus they turned to a 

study of justice in general to discover a more concrete definit-

:1.on of j.t (as :1.8 evident in such dif:J.logues as the P.~"12u]2.1i..£) as 

well as a study of the relation of justice and higher law to 

~--,~.--. 2'2--'~>--"'''~''=-'=---''-''--'---'-'' ~'_~_'_~ ___ ' __ ~'_'C-____ ">"_~ ___ "_~c ~~-----

Quoted in Ha:lnes t C.G. 11:~£_J}.9.Y1:~:[~L_of.'_liri.!~~!.~1"_I,g:E:~f9n~~g.R:t~. 
(Boston; Harvard University Press. 1930) po5 



F'oY' the Sophi sts justl ce was analyzed purely in terms of social 

and indi.vldual intere8ts or lnstinctual or psychologieal human 

tra1ts. 23 In order to bridge the rift (mentioned above) 'Vfhich 

thl s vlei'~ created fit 1'las necef:~sary to develop a subl:~tanti ve 

ethical system founded upon an objectively verifiable theory of 

value s 6 'rhi sf H"".-S accorupl i shed through the appeal to ne. tUl'e and 

the founding upon this of' a system nm'J coined as natural moral 

law·~2L~ As J.1,. Adams has noted in his study on this period 9 

"wi th Socrates t then v both the nonethical view' of v nature tl and 

23 

the sharp antithesis betw·een Dphysis~ and °nomos~ were rejecteo 0 

Hhat is truly good lsv even for SOC1'ates& inherent in the actual 

nature of things; even enomost, a~ its beste is therefore rooted 

in Gphysis e • Bnd the antithesis exploited by the SophIsts is on 

its WflY to being resolved in 8. len'J of naturee \1
2 5 It 1'l8.S thus the 

teleological VJ.B1'f of the cosmos t deE:crlbed e8.rlier~ and ·the v:'uwr 

of °good~ based upon this whioh provided Soorates v Plato and 

Aristotle with the objecttve standard of values they dGiOiredo 

Each anti ty and the CORillOS as a 'Vlhole Nere seen as possessing 

some inborn or inhorent quaIl ty tending tOl'.ral"d s fulfillment or 

perfection. It is this tendency which is the natural lil'l'T of its 

beingo Thus l1atm:al lEU\]" is vi,e'Vmd in an organic rather than a 

~--7~~, ~--'~-~--~--~-~-~=. '-_. ~~-~---.=--=~-~,-.~--~-
£.:) 

rrhis rather indivldual1st:lc Vl,fH'i set the SC8l1e for late"'!r 
natural laH thcori e 8 8.8 vH)11 as for the d eniBJ. of any ultimate 
foundation for 181v = legal posi ti ViSffi 

24 
I add the "Nord moral here simply to contrast :t t wi th the use 

of.' f natural 18,{-.r~ made by the Sophi Elts ., the 8lilor81 and inexorabl(~ 

proe::.t!.~:::':1·C$ of nature G 
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mechantstlc sense. Th8.t is, the universe was seen as governed by 

(lefin! te and comprehenE!i ble la1'18 ld th each individual enti ty and 

the laws governing its being considered as a part of the living 

\'lho1e though also e complete unl t in itself e The lal'f Nas immanent 

in the whole Hnd its partso F'rom this tendency is derlved the ,.> 

supreme principle of oughtneps for all entitles p though in part= 

icular for man who has the reasoning capacity to comprehend his 

eE'sence and choose the best path for its realization. rrhis supreme 

pl'.':'Lnciple is simply - become you..r essential being! Thus the in~ 

herent ne.ture of things becomes the final. arbi ter in matters of 

moral behaviour. 

A look at how this view is employed by Plato in several of 

his dlaloguBs 'ilil1 help clartfy it to 80me extent e.nd pl'ov:lde finer 

details to this basic outlinG o Since PlatoOs aim is to elevate 

nature from the sphere of contingent facts to that of supreme 

and absolute values~ the hIO notions of teleology and justlee 

must be seen as working together. For a1 thour~h justice i 8 pr:'L~ 

marily an ethical principle for human behaviour~ 1 t :1.s also the 

vlrtue of all thingse In the HE'J?uJ21i.£ the notion that there is 

an innate qualt ty or tendency in every enti ty :1. R suggested when 

Socrates states that "there 1s a specific virtue or excellence 

of every-thing fa:!:' 1'lhic1'1 a speciflc work or function is appo.'l.nted." 

(35Jb)26 

-~=.- '2F~-~~-''''''''''''''''~-=~'~'"''''~~'~-'''~=--'''"---=-'''''-~'~~~~'-~' __ -=-~=''4~-=,"~~.'.--. ---~-'--'..........".=.,...,~-.----...-.-. 

For further reference to inherent capaclties~ see also 
PhRedrus 271Ar and Renub110 495A 
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Each entity pOEsesses a certain nature which determines it 

to a certe.in functions Justice on a general level is that 

state of affairs where B8Ch entity is performing lts specific 

function well without obstruction by or interference with 

.other enti ties s The analogy of nature for hu.man affairs is 

clearly evident - the primary emp~asi8 in this view of justice 

ls on order or harmony.27 Further t at ~s 903B the Athenean 

states that "he 'Nho provides for the world has disposed all 

things with a view to the preservation and perfection of the 

25 

whole e e 8 the purpose of all that happens is what w'e have s8.hl p 

to idn bl! ss for the li fa of the 1.;1'101e .. '' Thus the virtue or 

excellence of each individual entity is that which it can 

suffer or dop dependent upon. its essential nature, in COl1~ 

trtbuting to the general gooc1~ It should also be noted that 

at an irIal vidual level as Nell i'lhat can be done to 1'ea11 ze 

this inherent tendency is cOf'lf:'ldered good while what obstructs 

actualization is seen as evil~ 

One fu..-ether example is found at ~;yJJd§.. 387A 1'1here it 

is clearly seen the.t nature c::u'~r~te8 wi th it its O}Jn norms which 

serve as a guide to human actions~ Socrates notes that 

"actions are also done according to their proper nature~ and 

not according to our opinion of theme In cutting& for exa!l1ple~ 

'\'Ie do not cut 80S we plense f a 11,(:\ "lith any chance instrument, 

~'-=-21-=-=-"=~~"~"·~~=='--=~·-··'-·-=·~-~--·~-'~~-~. '~>-~-'--~"-.>'-"-"=---"=--= 

I suggest that this 18 a 'genera10 statement for the 
more d eta:11ed iH:;C;O'LU'l·t of tbe hr'lrmon:ious hl (~~.r£l:(,C}lY of reason p 

wj.ll and Rppett te, and the fl1:rthf.!r appli en tton of th:i. s to 
polltical oTgan:lzat:\.on will not be dealt I'lj.th" But this :'ts 
not of particular relevanoe to the point baing emphasized; 
that is. the notion of order and the realization of inherent 
tendenciss o 



but we cut ''it th the proper instrument only ~ and according 

to the natural process of cutting 9 and the natural process 

:ts right and will succeed p but an;)r other \'>1111 fail and be 

of no USB at all." Al though the eX9.mple is not of a moral 

nature, it does suggest that the laws guiding our actions 

arB not a matter of convention alone~ but rather, find their 

source and ul t1.mate appeal in the essentj.al nature p that 

limits the entities involved in the situation. Nor is contra-

ventlon of this natural law left to be dealt with solely in 

terms of positive preceptse At Laws 716A the Athenian states 

that "God 28 ., •• travels accorcUng to Hi's nature t1'1 a straight 

line tovmrds the accomplishment of His end@ Justice alt?a.ys 

accompanies H:tm and is the punt sher of those wh() fall 2hort 

of the divine lav¥o" 11'1 part-l cuI aX' D Plato discusses through~ 

out the L~ the distorttons and diseases whtch may befall 

the soul for disobedience o 

Since it is the appsE3l to natu:ee Nh:lch is of lnterest 

to us here p it i8 unfea8ible to go into the details of 

Plato's philosophy. ReverthelesB p his doctrine of Ideas 

must be mentj.oned ftE' it is the Ideas 'l'ihtch form not only 

the objective "wrld of values but also the link to the real 

world and~ 111 particular for thls l'-~tUdY9 to pos:tt:i.ve law. 

Plato~8 view 1s basically an objective idealisM, the 

2B 
Once again jt mUFt be emphasized that eGad' is not 

to be limited in this context to the Dotion typified by 
the Roman Catholic view. 
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things of this world gaining reality only to the extent 

to which they participate in the being of the eternal 

Ideas which can be seen as perfect exemplars of the 

entities in the phenomenal world. In the situation of 

interest to us here - that of law-making - the natural 

law or perfect exemplar of law becomes the m2asure and 

criterion for makingp praising and critiz.ing human 

enactments. If the latter are 'good copies' they are 

then to be judged as just and legally binding. 

There is some ambiguity in Plato's account which 

should be mentioned in passing. In the introduction it 

was noted that the natural law could be seen as invali-

dating positive laws which are shown to be inconsistent 

with its dictates or as simply an ideal to which the 

positive law ought to strive to attain. In light of the 

fact that generally a natural-law theory is set out to 

provide a stable foundation By which to judge positive 

law and to enable it to have a justifiable obligatory 

nature, it seems that the l~ter view is more of a theory 

concerning ideal justice than a theory of hatural law 

proper. It is clear from the passages from the dialogues 

cited above that Plato, in his appeal to inherent prin-

ciples in nature imposing obligations upon men f was 

formulating a Ylatural~lHw theory. Neve:::~thele8s, Socrates t 

argument for obedience to laws generally considered 

2'7 



to laws as I second-best I in Plato I s final work, the I'ilYls 

(e.g" A75D), suggests that the natural law 1S an ideal 

which we ought to strive to copy - an ideal '~aid up in 

heaven I which does not invalidate the actual _laws which 

fail to reflect its dictates. 

Aiistotle as well takes a teleological view of 

nature and appeals to nature for the ultimate foundation 

for values and for a measure of positive enactments. 

Although in many areas Aristotle criticizes Plato, the 

thrust of his appeal is similar to Plato's and need not 

be dealt with at great length. ~evertheless, some differ-

ences will be pointed out. 

Aristotle is not strictly discussing natural law but 

rather what is just in itself or just by nature, A 

explicitly point out the essential aspectB of what is 

just in itself and the differences betwesi'1 this and: 

positive enactment: 

Of political justice part is natural. 
part legal, ~ natural, that which 
everywhere has the same force a::1d cloes 
not exist by people's thinking this or 
that; legal t that which is originally 
indifferent, e'9 ., that a prisoner I s 
ransom shall be a mina, • ~ .-. ;~ow some; 
think that all justice is of this sort, 
because that which is by nature is un
changeable a~d has everywhere the same 
force, \-vhil8 they see change in the 
things recognized as just .... ~he thincs 
which are just not by nature but by 
human enactment are not eve:.cvWhGl"e the 
S '"'llY'e 81" -(IC!~ CC)>"l"'-'\"]" -1-- J-::~ n,'C- '11 ~:~() apr) 1""1(,1-f....\.~ll.·j I- _ ~'--___ ,:J., .. ~ .. ,1_.'-'J_"""'_..l.j (_._ .• L._ -,~I:: • •• /v 

the same, though thm:-'e ir; "Dut 0i'18 which 
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is everywhere by nature the best. Of 
things just and lawful each is related 
as the universal "to its particulars; 
for the things that are done are many 
but of them each is one. J since it is 
universal. 29 

Thus we see, similar to ~lato's view, that Aristotle 

takes that which is just by nature to be one g universal 

and anterior to positive laws in the sense that the 

natural law is that from which the positive laws must 

originate or be in harmony \..,i th if they are to be 

considered just at all. Although Aristotle alludes to 

such notions as virtue being the resultant of good 

habits UJ~, 13k.11 1 1103) or as simply a mean betwee.1 

extremes (1107-1109) and that ~thical choice is a matter 

of insight and prudence (1142, 1131), the above quo-

tation and. those cited in footnote 29 certuinly suggest 

a belief in a natural law~ ilut, as in Plato s no explicit 

attempt to elaborate its dictates is forwarded. other 

than the principle of oughtness - realize your essential 

being I .~or is there any clear suggestion that the natural 

law ought always to invalidate those posi tive la-rvs which 

are inconf;istent wi th it, 

~~e difference between the two accounts is that 

29 
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for Aristotle the Idea becO'!18t3 a 'universalia in re " 

informinG the formless J:l8.·~ter and .:;i vinz actuc.1.1i ty to the 

incl.i vidual. .ievertheless, the ideal is in a latent [:;telte 

and the principle of oughtness is still to bring this 

Bssence to its full realization. 

3efore discussing the problems confronting a 

teleological approach and the appeal to nature as a whole, 

a few other similarities to Flato's account should be 

notes that, as is the case for all things, "the virtue 

of man" is that "incipient active tendency by 'which a 

man becomes good and by which he performs his function 

well." Further, althour;h a [lorma'eive stance is taken 

concerning all of nature and its tenclentir.ll processes, 

man? with his special capacities, is bound, as was seen 

in Plato's account, by souething more specifically 

characterized as a moral dictate. Aristotle notes in his 

members of natur'e f s household [hav ing em] unde:i"E:tancU,ng 

of what is required of them, are bound by the moral law,lI 

Finally, for both theorists it is reason which sets 

man apart from nature's other entities and allows him 

to have an understanding of his essential nature and to 

make a choice to perform or (lOt to perform those actions 

which will ensure the fulfillnH~nt of that essential 

nature. 



, 
One criticism suegested by C.Ryan is that there is 

an ambiguity in the appeal to nature. 30 Although the 

ambiguousness of concepts has constantly plagued the 

notion of natural law and will be discussed more fully 

in the second part of this work, it should be noted here 

that Ryan I fi criticism against our undBrfn~anding of thC':! 

Greek view is not devastating for their appeal. He 

suggests that it is possible that the appeal to nature 

may in fact be no more than an appeal to 'blind, compel-

ling instinct', making the natural law not ethically 

superior to convention but simply "naturally ineluct~ 

able H ,31 However~ fran what has been noted in both 

PIstols and Aristotle's accounts9 it seems that, for 

human beings at least, considering their reasoning 

capacityv the fulfillment of their essential tendencies 

is far from a matter of blind impulse. Rather, the 

application of the terms 'virtue' and 'good' to the 

realization of essences in other entities must be seen 

as an extended use of these notions. Furthermore, the 

argument that this view leaves no place for human 

-·-"'·--·)(rc---:c~-~--'~:':----:~-·~-l' ,·-··---}-~:-~-----t-·--~-, t"-----l l-----.. 
- . j.:.yanf _d1e '1:ra( 1.'Gl021a_=-:\ .. o;iCe}) 0.1. :'la ura. Jaw-, 

An InterprGtation", in I. Evans 1 ed., 1j-J~h:.t.-,_2rL.XJ1~ 
;~§:J2.:~Lf'..?~J,-.. Lt\~.1 (:3altimorel rIeliccm l-'ress, 19b5). pp.13~37. 
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freedom must be rejected since, if fulfillment is not 

a matter of blind ir(]pulsc, the choice of following the 

'best' path is still left up to the individual. ~his 

J" c' ,0 particularly evident;:; in the :Law§. where the emphasis 

on preambulatory remarks and education is for the very 

purpose of maintaining the individual as an autonomous 

moral agent. 

Finally, there have been. major criticisms advanced 

against the teleological viewpoint in general suggesting~ 

for instance, that it i~volves the projection of our 

own moral whims onto the simple facticity of natural 

occurrences. ~his approach precisely does appeal to the 

facts of nature. Thus the norms are founded on facts 

and What is considered 'good' for any particular entity 

will depend on the nature of that entity in the sense 

that What is good for 'x' is What promotes the realization 

of the essence of 'x', The more complete our knowledge 

of the essence with which we are dealing, the better 

able we will be to determine the actions to ensure its 

realization and to comprehend its propnr end. Whether 

it is acceptal}lE:~ to call this G;lcl or realization 'good I 

in a normative sense rrhd thus bridge the gap between 

the descriptive and the prcBcripti ve '.vi11. be discussed 

later. 

John ~lild set8 out five basic doctri~es characteristic 

32 



of the teleological view32 ; (1) The ~orld is an order 

of divergent tende~cies on the whole supporting one 

another; (2) Eadh separate entity has an essential 

structure characteristic of all members of its class; 

(3) It is the structure which determines the essential 

tendenci as common in that class; (Ij.-) 'i'he reali z,ati on of 

theBe tendencies :r-equij~'es that a general dynarnic pc:t ttern 

be followed - known as the uatural law. The natural law 

is thus based on a real structure and is enforced by 

inexorable natural sanctions I (5) It follows from 

this that good and evil are existential categories, the 

former connoting the active realization of the essential 

tendency, the latter its frustration. Wild, supporting 

his view with textual references, shows that both Plato 

and Aristotle advocate such a view. Further, Jild 

concludes that "if change is really a primary datum, 

then tendency must be recognized as a basic ontological 

fact having nothing to do with the pro ,j ection of 

subjective purpose or teleology in the ordinary sense 
':>3 

of the word".)·; that is y in the sem:iB maintained by 

the criticism commented upon in the paraGraph immediately 

above, 

----32~ ~-:'i i i-d ~;]~'~~:;-=i: 0 ~~;:~-J ~~~i' (; s a~~- th e r ~i~'~-o ;-;.~~-
of Jatural LHW, ·--TCnI""{;2.;_~O :·-t}/lr\:.-ef8J:··G9:--or-cnTc~;1£:-o--J:~;;-ess, 
T9-SJ7-;---:p~-'r:fZ-;~-( I t, should not be assumed that the teleo
logical view is limited to the natural-law theory basad 
on the appcal -to nature although here it finds a great 
deal of emphasis.) 

J ~' 
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The criticism that proponents of the teleological 

view simply project their own moral whims onto nature 

has one of its sources in many of the modern defenders 

of teleology vho 1 in actuality, apply the term only to 

man resulting in a mere humanism. '1'he effect on nat'ural 

law is that it is then seen as ~o more than a system 

of rules i'or the proper ad;jO.Elication and administration 

of legislation. 

Kelsen v who purports to deny such a view, criti-· 

cizes Wild suggesting that the notion of 'tendency' 

"in science, can only mean the probable cause of future 

change in obBerved phenomena ... 3.4 As was noted in ',Vild's 

account, i! a tendency is de~rived of what it 'requireB~ 

for its completion, evil results. ~ut, on this scientific 

account of 'tendency', a cause cannot meaningfully be· 

said to 'require' anything. Thus Kelsen concludes that 

the normal course of change is being given an unwarranted 

I prescriptive , account. 

'l'heoretic8.1ly, Kelsen! s argument may ap:pear valid. 

Nevertheless, we need not accept his 'scientific' 

account of the term 'tendency' and even her at a practi-

cal level r admits that a 'well-developed' (~r what the 

Greeks might have called t good I) acorn will rem..llt ir~ a 
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tall and sturdy oak tree, Per~aps a~ appeal to the view 

of the common man is justified in this context since it 

encourages us not to close the door on the possibility 

of a thoroughly adequate and convincing argument for 

bridgiilg the e;ulf between facts and values. 

l~everthelessF these prohlems attendant upon the 

a}.":r}:leal to nature have left the vie;;{ with very few 

sU,pporters a1 thour,h the study of what is essential in 

man as a b,u;in fo:c an appeal has been tsJ\:en up by 

many later theorists. As voTill be seen in a later chapter, 

Dany modern theorists have embarked on such a search 

in order to give some author~tative basis for following 

a certain course of conduct ~ to realize our essential 

nature - and to Jb(-;y the laws of the la~1.d. Zarlier than 

this the Stoics seized upon reason a8 an important 

factor in foundin.g the natural law. . 
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As was noted in the introduction, reason hau been 

appealed to in the majority of natural-law theories though 

in different ways and with varying degrees of emphasis. 

Thus many theorieB may appear to belong to this section 

at least to some extent. Nevertheless, the point of 

m~king this a separate appeal is that 9 in this case, 

reason is seen in a different light - neither simply 

the faculty in man allowing him to deduce the natural-law 

dictates from some 'ultimate so~rce!, nor merely the 

essence of maD. Rather, reason is here viewed as the 

essential feature of the cosmos as a whole. '-,:'hus an app(';;al 

of this sort is closely akin to thai of the appeal to 

nature I the difference being the uniQ"110 emphasis on 

reason. 

The stoics f a school of thinkers founded by lena 

(350-260 B.C.), saw the concept of 'nature' as the focal 

point of :their philosophical system. -":he indwelling law 

or fate maintaininr:::; the order and harmony in the uni-

verse pervadc-;s the whole of its reallil al'ld is identified, 

in a pantheistic manner, with God, But this God or 

. t" 1 (1 ).. 0 ., lInma(lSn pr:tnClp _e ,_,eus lS reason ana J_-CS expr8s~::;io{l 

is seC~tl as tlle 

rational oreler govL"!:cning the active -l~endenci('.s (on.ce 

again a teleological view of the universe) of cosoie 
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matter without which the latter would fall into chaos. 

For Zeno and the Stoics, all men participate in 

the 'Logosi to the "nxtent that they develop their 

'God given' gift of reason. ".phis law is found in the 

rational interrelations of things, in the rational system 

of logical norms found in human reason, and in reason 

itself, which is the universal bond of all who submit 

to it. ,,35 'i'hus t1)ey were appealing to a univE!rsal 

rational foundation. Taking as their point of departure 

the Cynic's lack of concern for the maintenance of the 

c1 ty·~state, they propounded a fundamental equality among 

men setting their sights on the day of universal brother

hood. Tlhis first great cosmopolitan philosophy of 

western thought had an important influence on the later 

evolution of natural law, 

As was seen in the discussion of the appeal to 

nature f the natural law was given not only ontological 

but also normative status, ~he dictates of natural law 

were" seen in terms of mo}:'al duties and a man seeking to 

becorne virtuous f:lUSt conform hiiflself to this law. 

"Cleanthes is said to have taught that: virtue is living 

a.,ereeallly to nature in the right exercizeof reason, 

which he "held to consist in the selection of thinr;r:! 



in accordance with nature,,36 , virtue being seen as 

identical with rieht action. In the 'Hymn to Zeus' it 

is noted that mEn ;nay Sptlrn the divine Gift of reason 

(having reason of his ow~ - beinG his distinguishine 

feature setting hir;'! apart fror'l other entities i::1 nature) 

"and lead a wicked life, or he -;i18Y be guided by re8SOD 

to God's universal law and accordingly lead a life of 

righteousnef;s, 1I3? As was seen in. the discussion of the 

appeal to nature, the notion- of an autonomous moral 

~gent is incorporated into this appeal as well. It may 

be ~oted in passine that 'happiness' is the result of 

the attainment of a life in accprdance with nature and 

it is the correct knowledge of the basis of ethics and 

thf1 unity of this wi tll cotlduct which f(l~CElS the ideal 

;3ince hULian reason is seen B_S an emanation of the 

all-pervasive eosD.ic rca:::~on, it is concluded thc'.-:; ",:lan 

has an inborn {lotion of right cL-ld wrong and lc:l.\v in its 

very essence rests not upon the arbitrary wjll of the 

ruler but upon nature and innate ideas of manis moral 
':lR 

nature. H-",<.Jaw proble~l1 baint:; dealt with here is ho'.v \ve 

-... ----.36;~·~· c-.~~~~:~~d-~~·:~·-·;~~~~~-~3 ;~i~" ~~; ~l~~-~~L s--~ f-~~~·-i ;;~-~~; f 
!'Jatural Law in ;·;o.n" t J-ournal of the :iiis-cory of Ideas, 35, 19? L~ t Ii ' Ll· • ----.- .~-- -.. ~--~---.. --.---."~- ----~--.-... ~- --.----- ~~. 
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, 
come to know this natural law and its moral dictates, 

It was generally stated by the Stoics that these 

empirical standards of truth, justice and goodness 

were revealed to man through 'right reason according to 

nature', Jy appealing to the sage as the one in possession 

of right reason, the stoics were criticized in that 

the notion of natural law was no more than a facade for 

the attem]Jt to promote one is self-interest. .L'O avoid 

such criticism, the doctrine that all men possess th~ 

capacity to participate in 'divine' reason, as for-

warded by Panaetius (1f35~l:1.0 3. C.) and others, turned 

the enph2siG ·to the notion of 'innate ideas'. 

As RODnnen points outf for the Stoics there is an 

intelligence or reason common to us all and emanating 

from the 'l,ogos I or universal Reasm'l which "mak.es things 

known to us. Hon.orable actions are ascribed by us to 

virtue, and dishonorable actions to vice and only a 

madman would conclude tha.t these judgements are matters 

of opinion, and not fixed by nature. ,,39 But it is 

necessary to look briefly at Stoic epistemology to 

see exactly what is meant by 'innate ideas'. 

There is some uncertainty amongst the Stoics as 

to whether sense knowledee or rational knowledge is the 
,-_. __ .- . ..,o~·--·-·- '-~-'--'--.~---'~----'-~--~-----~~~----.--

.J7H.onmen,pp.2J-21-+. 



\ 
proper criterion for truth. ~his is clearly brought out 

in the following passage by Aetius: 

The Stoics say: Jhen a man is born, the 
ruling part of the soul [mind) is like a 
sheet of paper suitable for writing. On 
this he writes off each single thought 
.... '~'hat which comes thr01.lgh the senses 
is the first thing written down .... ~ut 
of thoughts, (ennoiai) some arise natur
ally in the ways already mentioned, with
out technical skill, while others come by 
our teaching and conscious effort. lhese 
latter are called thoughts only (ennoiai) 

but the others are also termed preconcept
ions (prolepsis). ,;;ow reason (J_ogos) t be-
cause of which we are rati~nal, is said 
to have received all its preconceptions 
by the time a child is seven years old. 
And a notion is an image of the mind of 
a rationetl living being - for when the 
image strikes a rational soul, then it 
is called a notion l taking its name from 
that of mind.... 40 

ready mentioned' are those which naturally develop as 

the result of an accumulation ;of sense impressions in 

the mind. Generally by about seven years of age there is 

an adequate accumulation to instiGate the appearance 

of preconceptions or those common notions which "arise 

in the spontaneous reasoning of all men.~41 These notions 

arise by Dature; that is, without fonnal instruction, 

one such notion being the idea of 'goodness I", 



It is these common notions which are referred to as 

innate ideas; not ideas fully developed and conscious 

at birth - the theory of innate ideas attacked. by Locke: 

It is an established opinion amongst some 
men, that there are in the understanding 
certain innate principles; some primary 
notions, 'koinai ennoiai', characters, as 
it were, strunped upon the mind of man; 
which the soul receives in its very being 
and brings into the world with it. 42 

For the Stoics the mind with its gift of reason is pre-

disposed to certain ideas which, with the aid of sense 

experience and the development of our reason, will 

become conscious. In a Greek fra~nent, this notion is 

brought out concerning virtue', ""Dy nature, we are all 

born with the seeds of virtue ... ,0e must develop them 

with learning virtue, 1143 It is in fact to this more 

moderate theory of innate ideas which J-Iocke subscribes, 

as suggested by the following passage from his Preface 

.. . there arB certain propOSitions which, 
though the soul from the beginning, when 
0, rtlEXl.' is:- born',-,~_d6Bs-not know' yet, by 
assistance from the outward sensej and 
the help of some previous CUltivations, 

}-f.3In '{orO\'·'l· -'·z -) 12 . 1 _ 'J v ~ p 1: 0 _~ (' 
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it may afterwards come either self-
evidently or with a demonstrable necessity, 44 
to know the truth of .... 

Thus the notions of the good, the just, etc. f are known 

to all men through these 'common notions', the implication 

being that the natural law - the experience of the 'LogosJ 

or HeaBon .- is revealed to man because of human reason ... 

an emanation of this lLogos', 

Further, it is implied that these comrnon notions 

actually exist and are observable in men. Since many 

of these common notions involve normative concepts, it 

is then acknowledged that norms exist in the sanle 'Nay and 

the gulf between facts and values has been bridged. But 

observation of the world shows us that all men are not 

agreed upon what is involved in these concepts. Epictetus 

and others stress the fact that these notions must be 

developed, but they are often obscur6d by false opinions. 

The rift between facts and values is once again opened. 

For, who decides what course development should take 

and what is to be considered false opinions? The problem 

of whether the definitions of these normative concepts 

are no more than subjective opinions has not been resolved. 

'1'11e appeal to reason af.~ that which governs the universe 

and as that of which h(unan reason is an emanation has 

been questioned by sceptics and pessimists for centuries 

and possibly especially so in these modern times. ~he 



whole notion of teleology versus chance or blind neces-

sity is still in debate. As suggested in the previous 

Chapter, we have as yet to arrive at a definitivB 

answer. The al~ost total reification of Reason as the 

ultimaLe appeal is left unexplailIed alId i8 give!'! a 

dubious status. It is possible that the Chrh:1tian teachings 

were influenced by tIhis appeal and noting its problems 

saw a simple solution - the reason is in the mind of God, 

The Roman version of this appeal will be dealt with 

~ut briefly since Cicero - its main exponent - for the 

most part simply popularized the Stoic account. This 

lengthy passage from Cicero is useful for i t cleal~ly 

sets out his view and its similarities to his predeces-

sors I: 

'l'llere is in fact a true law - naraely J 

right reason - which is in accordance 
with nature, applies to all men, and is 
unchangeable an.d eternal, j3y its commands 
this law summons men to the performance 
of their duties; by its prohibitions it 
restrains them from doinG wrong. Its 
cowraancis fmd prohi bj. tiomj alwaYf:'l influence 
good men, but are without effect upon the 
bad, '1'0 invalid.ate this la'N by human 
legislation is never morally right F nor 
is it permissible ever to rostrict its 
9~pBl~ation, and t,C anrluJ_ i-t \vl1.oJ.]~:1 is 
impossible. ~either the senate nor the 
pE:ople can. absolve tl.S frm!1 our obli-
gation to obey the law t and :1.1.:; rE.quires 
no Sextus A81ius to expound and interpret 
it. It will not lay do~n one rule at Rome 
and another at Athens t nor w'!..ll it be 
one rule today and another tomorrow. 
Rut there will be one law, eternal and 
1.mchane:(,!~:3J)le I binding at 3.11 times 1l.J.)Ol1 

all peoples; and there will bey a~ it were, 
one COI!llaOn ra2.ster and ruler' of ril(:~·(l, tw.mE'J..y 



God, who is the author of this law, its 
interpreter, D.nd it{=) sponsor. '.'_'he ~]an who 
will not obey it will abandon his better 
self, and, 5.n de~ying the true riature of 
man, will thereby suffer the severest 
of penalties, though he has escaped all 
the other consequences which men call 
punishment, 1~'5 

Further, in connection with the concept of innate ideas 

or common notions, he states: 

."these gregarious impulses are. so to 
speak" the seeds [Jf social virtuill nor 
can any other source [)e fotnd for the 
remaining virtues or, indeed, for the 
commonwealth itself. 46 

Thus it is evident that Cicero adopted the Stoic appeal 

to reason in an attempt to cO~11bat th:~ problems and 

meet the responsibilities concomitant upon ~ome's 

military and cmwnercial expansion, As Jilkin points 

out, "the philosophic basis which Greel-;: thought furn-

ished for the universality of the principles of the 'ius 

gentium,' ,the law of natio::uU r;erved in all departments 

of the law as a strong support of ratio~alism against 

traditionalism and of ethical as opposed to strictly 

] '::> OJ" 1 - -' • 'j 1 ,J~? _cga~ prlnClJ es. 

-'~--7.~C;~-~---"--"-~.-'~"-------~~. ---" .-"'-~'----::=-:-----':-:-'--"~-.,'~--.----~-- ~~- .. -----... -
..... Clcero., .Je R.e l-ubl-i.CCl; l.L1,XXll. (.e'G sho1..lJo be 

noted th3.t the r:'e}'ere;~c'3'-'T(;-;~od is to the f)~ogos I or 
'Rea!':lOn pervadinG the univc:c:::;o.) j trans. C. E eyef3; (Cs:rnbridge: 
Loeb Classical Library, 1961). 
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It is precisely this connection with the I' lUS 

gentium t which results in 8. distortion of the natural 

law and its ultimate appeal to reason as espoused by 

the Stoics . ,lith the coming together of many peOl)les 

under Roman rule it was noticed that these various 

societies held carte-tin princir)les in cor:llrlOn. ',_'hese 

common elements appeared to be identical with the 

sical and ethical reflectio:-l. In practice the 'natural 

law' was the 'ius gentium', the e~n9ral principles of 

;justice I gootiYW8S and reaso:-! -i)ein.~~ d8veloped empirically 

fran case warL. ?ll is b(~~:;an pri or to the ilnporta ti on to 

Rome of the stoic view about the second centurYl)'~' 

It should be no-ted that even Cicero ~laced his more 

!Jhilosophi oc.tl notions i'1 3. con[.3 erV[ttivlC! frrnn.ewo:ck, 

ap]'Jealin<c; to the natural 1::,1(.' to j1U3tify existing legis-

la ti 0;-1 ~noral.ly and, a1 thou:;h in -t;h e above qtwtati ons :f.':com 

Cicero it was seen thc-rt 1' .. 10 i.nvalidn.te this law oy 

human legiE;laticm is never Fl02a11y right t I there is no 

explicit statement that such a J.aw would OR annulled. 

(Institutions, such as slavery, contrary to natural law, 

still appeared justi.fiablE~ and 1e£:::2.1.) :~everthe1ess, as 

several studies have Ahow~l, "although civil law was 

not seen as wholJy subo:cclinated -l~O natural law, the latter 

was a useful concept for the interpretation and develop-
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ment of the law, II . For example, the opinions of jurists 

(natural law concepts being used Dost e~~ensively in 

juristic reasoning) depended, for their claim to have 

authority, upon their reasonableness and natural law 

concepts were l to a large extent, responsible for the 

growth of hUJnanitarian and egalitarian ideas which did 

occur in this per'iod of the Hornan i~lnpire. A.s d l2:ntr~ves 

notes, the real significance of the natural law was that, 

as a "complete and harmonious system of law ... it was 

able to exert an influence impossible if still a 

philosophical abstraction,,49as it had appeared in the 

stoics! account. This evolution of the stoic view into 

a more practical notion le1 to subtle changes in the 

concept of common notions and thus the criterion for 

tne validity of normative concepts. In essence, this 

leads to a rejection of the actual ultimate appeal to 

the reasoning capacity in man and thus to the 'Logos' 

of which the forFler is an en: i!l;;d; i on , It should be noted, 

before quoting from Cic~ro and Seneca on this matter, that 

they appear to believe that they are c:1xgu.ing the same 

point as the Stoics. Cicero supports the theory that there 

is a basic intelligence imprinted on the minds of all 

Lpo "-7d'Entreve8,p.Jl. 



man. He goes on to fJay that "true law or right reason 

applies to all men and that on eve:",)' matter .ihE?.~~:m~en~g§ __ .. 

.0 :L..£!1l.. p.?q.p1~_~£_i~1Q_oJ?..Q_ r ~g.?-,-~~-lE2.cl __ ch.s _i~_l9-w _ 0 f_~!.:.?:.1y.r.~. 1150 

SEmeca states a similar view in hir:l &J~i.§..tl~_~: If ••• in our 

eyes the fac t; Lha t; all lIleLl agl. et:! LlpOll somethhrg is proof 
c· ~ 

of its truth .... 1 make the most of general beliefs ... "~l 

This argument for the validity of particular definitions 

of such concepts as justice based on 'conf3ensus gentium 1 

shows the subtle shift to a more practical basis, Although 

apparently employed to prove the existence of innate ideas 

of natural law and t ultimately,its origin in Reason, the 

natural law becomes, in the hands of the jurists and 

magistrates involved with the problems of practical 

affairs p a theory of truth (of a definition of a concept) 

by consensus. '.L'his emphasis on the t ius gentium' and truth 

by consensus becomes the prototype for several theories 

which argH<3 for a natural law '.vith a variable content. 

One final problem should be mentioned briefly 

before turning to a study of the appeal to the Divine. 

The natural law was used as a measure by which to criticize 

human enactments (although, as has been noted, it was' 

rarely used to invalidate -the latter). I'icvro;rthcless p the 

use of this version of the natural law as a critical 

-------r.:~6-··-~ .. ·~·--·~·---~~--- .----.--.~-.~---.. --".--~ .. ~~.-.. ---~-.----~ --~--.~~----.--.-. 
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standard is of dubious validity. Once the natural law 

has been identified with the law of nations (simply those 

laws common amongst the various peoples) it cannot be 

rightfully used to criticize other laws within the 

various legal systems. It would seem that a satisfactory 

standard by which to measure and appraise laws must not 

be itself entangled within that system of laws. Once 

again, that more than one group accepts'·,a';Qe:et.8.in.;.lawr:~dQes 

not mean that this law is or ought to be of universal 

status and is therefore a suitable tool by which to 

distinguish the just and the unjust among other laws which 

may not elljoy universal acc~ptance. A more ultimate 

appeal detached fr01l1 the temporal fluctuations of our 

experience is needed. ~Chis is what the Stoics were 

striving for p though we have noted the problems of their 

account. For the most part, the next appeal is an 

attempt to give the Stoic appeal to reason a more 

stable foundation. 



CHAPI'2:R ;pI-in.ZErBE APPjt~AIJ fl'orHE DIVIdE 

The appeal to the divine is typified by the medieval 

oonoeption of natural law, but it has had other followers 

throughout the centuries. Jecause of the great number of 

exponents, differing in their own subtle ways, it is 

necessary to select quotations from only a few theoriEls 

whioh show the approaoh simply and clearly. 1:he material 

ooncerning this appeal must also be prefaced by the 

remark that this study does not propose to give a de

tailed account of the philosophies of those authors 

mentioned. Rather, the purpose is to highlight this 

particular attempt to provide a stable and ultimate 

foundation for a natural-law theory .. It is hoped that the 

quotations and explioative remarks to follow will bring 

out what is involved in this appeal as well as showing 

that it has by no means alvvays been used in the samE~ way 

(for better at" worse for the founding of natural law) 

throughout its long history. 

As has been mentioned several times in this work, 

the appeal to the divine has been used in several ways, 

For the Greeks, Stoics and Romans the appeal to an 

ultimate foundation for the~r natural law was to !the 

divine I aYld many referencE).~i to ~od 08.ll. be found throughoat 

their works. But in these cases the divine was an in-

11-9 
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dwellinz law or fate in nature, whether seen simply 

as nature as for the Greeks or specifically spoken of as 

Reason as was the case in both the Roman and stoic views, 

The reason for separating these from the thinkers 

to be mentioned in this account - in par-ticular, St. 

Augustine and st. Thomas Aquinas - is that God or the 

divine for the latter is no longer the 'anima mundi' 

of the earlier philosophers. Rather, He is a divine 

law-giver, the source of natural law and is 'supernatural'; 

that is, beyond nature. It should be noted that although 

this appeal is generally typified by R~nan Catholic 

views, it need not be tied to any particular theology. For 

example, Blackstone did not acce}/t Catholic theology 

but did believe in a divine personal law-giver known by 

reason. Buchanan gives a fairly accurate though general 

summary of _the change: 

Logos became the mind of Gods the exemplar 
of creation. 7he Nord became the Second 
IJerson of the ';'rinity. As immanent 1 it was 
providence, the government of the world. 
3ut the residue was still natural law, 
very much in the created world and there-
for'e accGGsible to hunan or natural reason, ... 
The Logos that was understood as the essence 
of Roman natural law is here di~'!tinguishcd 
from it 2~d clearly becomes divine law, 
the la',v of heavetl. 1 the exeIll-!)lar of' natural 
law. -- 52 
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fhus the ultimate appeal is now truly ultimate in the 

sense of being detaclled from the phenomenal world. Ha-ther 

than making the indwelling law of the world -', Logos -

the ultimate appeal, it too is seen simply for what it 

iSI that is, a law. Coherence, clearness and force are 

given to the entire system of law by seeing the latter 

as divine law and furthel:" postulating a divine law~giver. 

Divine law was also seen as those laws received by 

men through Rev~;lation and in the early stages of 

Christianity the emphasis.was placed on this divine or 

supernatural law. As was mentioned earlier in the intro-

duction, with the emphasis on the su.pernatural law and 

its reception via revelation, it was necessary, to 

prove the uni versali ty of such a law, to suggest a mea.ns 

by which the heathen as well could be introduced to the 

dictates of God. St.John Chrysostom and St. Paul both 

argue that the lavv is l(Ylovm to the heathen because it 

is inscribed on their hearts. St. Paul states it in the 

folJowing way: 

}'or when the ,_;entiles? which have not the 
law [Of Sinai], d.o by nature the things 
contained in the law, these, having not 
the law, are a law unto themselves: 
Jhich shew the wor~ of the law written 
in their hearts, their conscience also 
bearing witness, and their thoughts the 
while accusing or else excusing one another p 

In the day when God shall jud~e the secrets 
of mon by Jesus Christ according to my 53 
gaspe:;!. 



In this argument the emphasis is on direct moral intuition 

wi th no special role for reEl.son or any explicit relation 

to the essence of man. Problems arose with this view 

for there is little one can say, by way of argument, 

against laws which the heathen follows which appear 

contradictory to those in the Decalogue. If, via moral 

intuition, he does not receive the latter, the argument 

for them must be based on a theology in which he does 

not believe. 

Upon realizing the inadequacy of a strictly theo

logical approach and accepti.ng the notion that reason 

and faith were but two sides of the same coin, the School= 

men turned to the task of coordinating revelC').tory law 

vvith a na.tural lavl which could be accepted by unaided 

reaE!On .ili th this ~ one sees the development of systerilS 

of ethics and jurisprudence and less emphasis on si~ply 

declaring the truths of faith. They realized that a com

plete emphasis on reveJ.ation, maintaining that sin had 

so corrupted human reason as to make it of no use, 

"separated religion fr01:1 the COHl!'ilon experi(~nces of 

mankind and led it into sectarian chcwnels, .. ,C2.Yl 

Christians believe that God created a world with no order; 

stz-.;J'lcl hh:'.selt and tiw Fni var'sa 1 rcqu.irsnentf:l of his Ylo.ture i 

that relieion in General ~8 wholly discontinuous ~ith 



the '~tural law found 

If'.':! .peY'taillin[~ to nan 8.10(12 vlhich coulc'!. be known to 

reinforced and confirmed ~y Faith. 

S·t.Au~ustine (d.430) attempted such a conjunction 

of faith and reason. '.'he eternal lc:1W and truth a:('e 

identical with the reason of God according to whose 

laws even the inner life and external activity of God 

proceed. Th.at is, a:Lthough Augustine sees the. divine Imv 

as based on Godls wj.ll as well, it is in no way arbi-

trary but rath~Y' follows a rational course, the tension 

bc't.veen the tv.;o in man bein:,-?: resolved by love. '.J1uS the 

rlivine ls.w can l")e known to man by both faith and reaf30n, 

'1111e natur.al laYl no the rules according to \vhich iilan f 

as rational free beings, ought to Ii VB _. speaks to all 

meny however corrupt, if still capable of rational 

thour:;ht, Augustine states that "ed.l ~f:.en are conscious to 

sonw B}::tent of 1<10r81 s-'c8.ndards and 18.ws j even the uncocUy 

• t • rightly blame and ri.ghtly pr'aise many things in the 

COtlc1uct of 
SC; man. 11_ -' ~'hus we '. see Augtlstine tnrnin;;; arJay 

(;lew Yori~ I 

irl ': {)1~12_ G f3 tOll, ? , 
YO}~J\.: Ilil8.t2~e 



from a strict dependence on Revelatton; 

~he excerpt to follow is taken from Ausustine's 

Q..?nfQ12!~?.i0l}_Q.. '~:he sLnilarities to Cicero's discussion of 

the differences between the natural law and custom are 

former: 

nor knew I that true in.Vlard righteousness which 
judgeth not according to custom, but out of 
the most rightfu,l law of God Almigh'ty I where
by the ways of places and times were dis~osed 
accordinG to those thlGS and places; itself 
meantime being the same always and everywhere, 
not one thing in one place aDd another in 
another j (:LL~] ... Still I saw not how that 
righteousness which good and holy men obeyed, 
did far more excellently and sublirnt'~ly con
tain in one a1.1 those things which God 
commanded I and in no part varied; although 
in v~rying tiues it prescribed not everything 
at once but aP2ortJ0ned and enjoined what 
Vlaf3 fit for egch ... [1.51:3ut when God conmands 
a thing to be done against the customs or 
compact of any people; thouGh it were never 
by them done heretofore, it is to be done; 
and if intennitted, it is to be restored, 
and if never ordained, is now to be ordained. 56 

~atural law r as seen as a law ordained by God for man, 

is to have absolute validity and authority over any 

customs or positive laws of the society. The claim of 

its universality is also affinced in the above quotation. 

Nevertheless, two things stand out in the above two 

passages which suggest that reason is not given the 

place of importance and validity it was supposedly to 

----.-. -,"",,-~ =-£7~/~-''''--~~---'---'. ~"" ---~-..-...-,.. .. -=",,~ ______ ~·~~_·_~=h_. --.0---... -",=~--...,....-..... ~-,_ . ....... -----__ .~k~~~~~ ______ ___=O'_· __ ~ __ k._ 
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be granted. In the first quotation, Augustine uses 

the rather ambiguous term 'conscious', Again, in the 

second passage, he uses the rather unclear phrase 'the 

inward righteousnef3s'. Further passa~es show that 

AUGustine f li]{.e st. Paul, is speaking about a moral law 

inscribed on the hearts of men. As Copleston points out, 

--the naturE.'tl law is not to be found in man I s mind which 

is mutable r nor in his character which if; "ex hypothesi 

unjuElt ll57 . Rather, men "see the moral rules 'in the boole 

of that light which is called '~Cruth' ... which [is] impressed 

in the heart of man las the impression of a ring passes 
~n 

into the wax, yet does not leave- the ring' "JO ~.'hus the 

moral dictates for man are impressed on their hoarts by 

God, althoughr because of the Fall, they are, in vary-

ing degrees, blind to the law. In fact, Aquinas emphasizes 

the free will of man far more than his reason, for it is 

the former ,'{hich gives man the power to believe in God 

and thus receive the grace needed to follow the moral 

dictates. Natural law was of secondary importance. It 

was through faith that true justice was revealed to man 

and with faith, once again the emphasis vias put on 

Revelation, and the rift between religion and everyday 

existence vddened. 'lhc 2all denied 112.n the means by 



.JU 

which to attain any sort of perfection vvithout the g.j:.~(:~c:..1 
-', 

help of God. Even then, what man could achieve in the 

secular sphere was meaGre in comparison to what was 

open to him if he followed the religious road to heaven. 

As Augustine notes, . "what but smoke and vanity is the glory 

of the Earthly City compared to the glory of the Heavenly?,,59 

The natural law was neither a primary nor an accurate 

source of God t s commcmds. 

With Aquinas (1225-1274) the natural law - still part 

of the eternal Imv = became a viable and 1).seful concept 

for man, providinG a rational and just basis for social 

and political institutions. In response to the challenge 

to Roman Catholic faith posed by the reintroduction of 

the Aristohlian texts into Western Europe at the begin-

ning of the 'rhirteenth Century, Aquinas formulated a 

more reasonablE~ view than those of his predecesfJOrs. 

Natural law was still to find its ultimate appeal in God, 

but through a study of the nature of man, it vras to be 

argued that he was capable of discovering the proper 

moral dictates to follow and therefore achieve some 

perfection in ~his world. 1he emphasis away from faith 

is well summarir.,eci by ~:r8ri tain in the following passage: 

For Chri~ytian thinkers nature cr)jaes from 
God and the unwr:i. tten lGtW COT:1GS from the 
eternal law which is erGative wisdom itself 
.... dut beli ef in human nat1).r(~ and in the 



freedom of the human heine; is in itself 
sufficient to convince us there is an 
unwri ttcn law as real in the moral l.~eal:n 
as the laws of growth and senescence in 
the physical. 60 

such a view, hannonizing human and Christian values 

and emphasiz,ing both the perfectability of man and the 

power and dignity of hi~::l reason. 

Aq.uinas I approach to the natural law is 1)oth empiri= 

cal and intellectualistic. 3cginning with man's ordinary 

sense experience in the phenomenal world, man then uses 

his ~eason to discern the norms of human conduct. 

Relations and actions deemed 'quJ.tablc I or 'unsuitable I, 

'good V or Ibad' have their source ultinately in the 

oraator of the uni~erse - God. But it is unnecessary 

to have a t3peclGtl comllllw.ication from the divine Creatc)r 

to know this. (It should be noted in passing that this 

is in direct contrast to the intuitive, voluntaristic 

approach of Occam and others, to be discussed in Part 

'I'wo of this study.) 

~evertheless, it should be understood that the 

notion of man's parfectability and the uses of reason 

and faith are not totally different from those put 

forth by Augustine. The phi.lor;OIJher (or capable men 
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in general) uses his reason to deduce the principles to 

follow here on earth, this reasoning capacity and the 

principles discovered both being God's creati0ns. The 

truths of the theologi8.n are rrNealed to him or deducible 

from principles revealed to him from the divine 

Creator. Some tru.ths (Bucll as the existence of God) limy 

be arrived at by eithe~ method, althoueh Aquinas points 

out th'3.t the same man may not 3.I'rive a·t these truths 

in both ways. Furthermore, there is a ILnitation on 

what may be known via the reasoning method. ~an may 

use his BeDses and intellect to observe and to reason 

about huma~ nature and arriv~ at a system of natural 

ethics, but this method stops short of man's ulti~ate 

and supernatur<"J.l d·3stiny - an end which transcends 

man I S natural powers. ·~'hu.s Jquinas states, "Since 

man is desti1l3d to the e:nd of eternal beati tude, which 

exceeds th8 capacity of the human natural faculty, it was 

nec9ssary that bosides the natural law and the hu~an law 

he should also be directed to his 81d by a divi~ely 

it is noted that even those 

dictates lna':l. should be capable of arriving at by using:, 

his r~tional capacities are often obscured by the influ-
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AquinFt;:; is proFounclin;~ a vi')W [Senr:oJ:'ally re:~;21:,ded as 

ClJ.l'if3tian hU;llanis>lj that is' 1 [;r8.08 perfc0ctu nature. 

A bri ef outl inc of the four types of law in AClllin:'.s I 

scherne should ol::n:ify the 2,bov(~ t:~ta tSr:1ent. 'i'he I eterrinl 

law f is basically the plan in God's intellect expressing 

the order of all things to their ends. ?hus everything 

participates in this law to the extent that it contains 

given la'il' f 

immediately above I refers to God I s direct revelcltions to 

man through Christ and the Scriptures. Eere we see grace 

perfecting nature. ~he divine law affirms those laws 

man has discovered using his reason as well as those 

that he could have' but -has Tiot· as yet di seover-ed. 1'hese 

are the precepts of the 'natural law' - that part of the 

eternal law which ap~lies to man. Purther, the divine 

law adds precepts which cbuld not be known by reason 

alone - those directing us to our ultimate destiny. Finally, 

we have the 'human law! .- the application to specific 

circunstances of the precepts of the natural law. 'L'hus 

we see that thfJ natu1.'al law and hunan reason are not 

given thE:! full task of delimiting the m.oral dictates 

by which man CH.lCht to con.duct his life .I'he divine is 

~-'--""-~7"-;)-"-----~-'O'--"~""'- -.. ,. -"-'-'---'---'"-.-.. ~.--.. ~-.-.---- .. ~-... - ...... -.-. ---.-... ---~-~. 

o~This v/iJ.J be· elaborated l).l1OD in ·the discussio!l 
of .Aquinas I adoption of the Arif,totelian teleological 
viewpoint. 



the ultimate source of our natural lclws and our reasoning 

capacities are a divine gift. Further it is the divine 

Creator who provides the authoritative basis for our 

obedience to the natural law. 

Taking from Aristotle the teleological view of the 

universe, Aquinas sees the essence of things (placed 

there by God) as not only the proximate efficient cause 

of an entity but also its end. As the end f it entails 

an oughtness - realize your essential being! Since 

goodness is what all things strive for, the realization 

and whatever leads to it are considered good, Thus we 

see the essential unity of being and oughtness, of being 

and goodness. ','his is given a firmer foundat~ion through 

the appeal to the divine, since the essence is placed 

within the entity by God and it is part of God's plan 

that the entity should -'- . SL.rlVe for the realization of 

its essence, Since the divine Lawgiver only dictates 

what is good it follows that to strive consciously 

for the realization of oneRs essential being, as man 

does, is eood. ~he plan to follow in this realization 

if not forcibly imposed as an alien pattern upon mull. 

but is discovered by- our reason. as it stUdies nature 

and the order evident in'it~ As Waf:) noted before, in 

this study of nature a large part is left to the five 

S8nSeEJ and Aquinas notes that ",;hat pertains to lilo:cul 



63 science is kno'Nn mostly through experience. It Our 

essence and our proper end are evident to us through 

observation of and reasoning about Ol.n~ natural i11.clin-

ations, the latter beine derivatives of our essence. 

It is practical reason which discovers the dictates 

of the moral law and just as speculative reason begins 

with certain principles not got by t.he reanoning method 

itself, so too does the practical reason begin with 

such a principle - good is to be done and evil avoided. 

fl'his, Aquinas states F is arrived at throlJ,gh 'synderesis I: 

In order to mak.8 this clear we must observe 
that, as we sa.i d aliove, man I s act of reasonir)G, 
since it is a .teind of novecnen-c, l:Jroceeds 
from the undc}7standing of certain. things -
YH:unely, those which are ncltu:cally knO\'m 
without any investigation on the part of 
reason; as from an immovable princi.ple, -
and ends also at the understanding, since 
by means of those princ.,iples natu:cally )cnown 
we judge of those l~hings which we have 
discovered by reasoning. ~ow it is clear 
that, as the speculative reason rea~:)onG about 
speculative things, f30 the practical reason 
reasons about practical things, 1herefor9 
we must have bestO'.ved on us by nature not 
only speculative principles but also 
practical })rinciple~'i. 11071 tile first ~}})ecu~· 
lative principles b8stowed on UE\ by nature 
d r) no-'- 1'\'"'10"'1 0 - -'-0 a c'JPC1''''1 1)-)'--- -··r' ~=ll"r" '- . lo~ "-"-;;_ 1 0 (" ," 1 v . Cc __ ~ ( I. '''- t,. _ll.t· 

reasoylJ I but to a special lw.bit which is 
called the undel~standing of principles, as 
the philosopher explains. And so also the 
first practical principles, bestowed on us 
by nature, do not belone to a special power 
bu,t to a Bpecial n.atu:'cal 1Etbit , WfllCh we call 
synderesis. And so synderesis is said to 
stir up to zood and to mur~ur at evil, since 
throu01 first p~inciples we proceed to dis
cover, c'lnd ;jud€,f~ of what we have disc,'yv't'Y.:'ad. 

'/9 I 1.2 
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Thus the natural law beGins with the precept that good 

is that which all thinGs seek after, a principle 

considered to be self-evident, as is the principle of 

contradiction in logic. It is a habit within us which 

naturally 'stirs us to good and murmurs at evil', ?his 

habi t is iI!l~olanted in us by God, our Creator, and 

functions naturally within us whether we discover it by 

reason or not. One e reason forraulates it into the 

definite principle - good is to be done and evil avoided -

'the reason, along with information from experience, goes 

on to deduce the other natural laws which follow from this. 

Thus the appeal to God gives a firm foundation for our 

reasoning, ensu~ing that we seek the good by placing 

that lhabiti i.n us from the very start. 

'Synderesis' is seen as a natural disposition to 

good or virtue'in man which allows us to Grasp this most 

general principle of the natural law. O'Connor notes 

that this precept is tlin''1ate but the information about 

the material in which these principles are exemplified 

is dependcmt like all human information on sensory 

expe:c"icnce . rrhe princi}Jles serve as the majol. .... premi:~e 

of the practical syllogism. Reason supplies the minor 

. ,,65 ... 'L' ,. '} I' t' n preT!1l.se. i"lna. J..Y, conSClence lS """G 1e app.lca·;].on 01 

the :fac:ts to the particular situation. For example, the 
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major premise is 'good is to be done and evil avoided', 

Reason, with the use of information supplied by the 

senses, may conclude, as a minor pre~ise that stealing 

is evil. Therefore, it ought to be avoided. Conscience 

is the application of the above to a particular case; 

that iss whether it is an action which will be avoided as 

it ought to be. Human law results when we mal~e this 

application to specific situations. Error may occur 

in the minor premise since we are using a fallible 

b~man faculty - reason. This explains disagreements which 

arise as to the various precepts of the natural law. 

Erich Fechner t in critizing Aquinas J states that 

"a philosopher should not cover up the fact that he is 

caught in a l)hilosophical i cuI de sac t by seeking a 

theological exit. Revelation is not a source of philo·.· 

sophical knowledge. ~he1"efore any appeal to incontro

vertible 1"e1ie;io11s truths means the end of philosophy, ,,66 

But, as was noted earlier, Aquinas stated that certain 

truths 1 such as the existence of God, could be proved 

philosophically 1 that is, l)y 1:'82.t:~on, as Vlell as theo-

logically - via revelation. Further; if one takes tlle 

view of 'synderesis ' suggested above - that it is a 

naturaJ. habit in man to seek the Good - one need not 

explicitly accept his arguments for the existence of God. 



Aq"uinas has provided a view of natural law satisfactory 

to both the believer and the sceptic _ J'he question of its 

usefulness and validity has not been, as yet, definitively 

answered in the negative as is verified by the fact 

that it is this view that is enjoying a revival today_ It 

is evident that the PlCtaphysical theif3tic foundation 

docs not threaten its rational character, but rather ensures 

it against the capriciousness of "those who want to cast 

reason and necessity aside, a move which often ends in 

arid and unsatisfactory attempts to provide for justice 

as is often seen in the comnon la.w I s blind de1)en~lence unon 
~ L 

precedent. 

i;lost men agree, at lea.st in practice, that the 

world is not functioning on the principle of blind chance. 

~he Greeks and stoics attsmpted to explain the source of 

the order and it is only on the basis of some ordering 

principle that a natural=law theory may be founded. 3ut 

an appeal to nature as an analogy and the appeal to 

Reason as the Logos left the foundation of natural law 

in something of a state of limbo f lacking a truly 

authoritative basis. gakine an appeal to the divine -

not necessarily God, but sOillething beyond nature - gives 

the natural law a foundatibn which is not itself chught 

up in that order. As was Been earIer, the nature 

meta]!hor J as used by the GreelG3, raised the natural-law 

principles to a place abo·v"e conventi.on :=Jnd ;:;nve them an 



air of finality f inevitability and i:nmutabili ty, As 

lnanfs knowledge increases, so does his ability to control 

nature - at least to SOHle ~:;]:1all extent. ,lith the con

comitant decrease in the mystery and authority of nature, 

our vim'" of the natural law as having a gtable fOLmdation 

beyond man C s manip"l1latioYl begins to fall into question, 

Reason also failed to provide a stalwart groundwork 

for natural-law principles since two systems of reasoning 

could arrive at opposing principles with no means of 

reconciliation, As Aquinas sUGgests, man's reason is able 

to arrive at the principles, and nature is a testinony 

to God's work, but the appeal is beyond both (though it 

need not be determined definitively what exactly this 'God' 

is). 'I'hou£sh man may COH1.8 to control nature to an even 

larger extent r the source of these natural-law precepts 

is still beyond his regUlation. If reasoning systems 

reach a stalemate, we need not stop there. ~ither one 

system is correct or another yet to be employed. ~he 

stand;.:~rd by which to judGe the systems is not one of the 

systrnJs themselves but something beyond all of them -

'God', Jhether this 'God{ is real in the sense in which 

we define it is not necessarily crucial to the credi

bility of this 'liew. '-_he point is :blta:t the. appeal is 

beyond hV.I!1~cn deterYilination. 

·~'he Christian appeal to the divin(; af~ a }'roviderli~ 



Ob 

the a1)i1i ty to ascertain the principles of natural la'll, 

allows man to see himself as something more than another 

part of the determined machine we call nature .. ~his is ' 

more so on this view than the two discussed previously. 

He is able to view himself as an autonomous moral agent 

and accept or reject the concomitant responsibilities. As 

d t 2:ntr8'ves points out, it allows for a /f:r~:;coG·'lition and 

defence of human personality. t. based on the Christian 
, £ 

view of the suprerne value of the individual soul. ,,07 

r~o avoid noral and social malaise and to create an 

harmonious life, this sort of recoznition and responsi-

bili ty is required. :?inally f \vi thout this sort of 

recognitionJ one wonders if there can be any convincing 

and. valid r:lea.nin.g to such notions a.s justice f goodness 

or evil. 



fi.'he app(~al to human nature can proba.bly be sac-n} 8.S 

by far the major appeal throughout the history of natural 

law. As was evident in the previous three 8~oproaches, 

human nature and the discovery of what is the e;:3sence 

of man played a highly siGnificant role. i'Tevertheless, 

in these previous theories, the final appeal went be

yond man to something of which man was only a part or an 

image, 

In this section, the appeal goes no further than 

to the discovery of what is essential in man. But there 

are widely disparate views as to what it is that makes 

man what he is as well 0.8 v·ariations _in the directions 

taken after the essence is agreed upon. Some theorists 

may accept a teleological view of the universe as a 

whole. nevertheless, this view is not relevant to the 

formulation of their natural-law theory. ~or is there 

any need to aPI>eal ultimately to God, ;-.;an' s reason 

(regardless of its origin) is a sufficient faculty to 

speculate on man' ~3 esscntial beinc; and to infer from it 

the moral dictates f ".:') well as the 1rlOr8 sci entific 

rule~;,p to folloVJ to maintai.n that beine;. In SOII18 cases ,/ 

reason is seen as the eSfJenne of man and thus is ;:llr-=\o 

th e ultimate appeal as Viell as nan! G )";101:-:;1. useful tool, 
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l'he philosophers of thE-! Seventeenth and Eighteenth 

Centuries were the first wave of natural--law theorists 

to appeal solely to hw~an nature or, more spec~fically in 

their case f to the hUn1D.n individual. Groti us (158 3-16L!·5) 

and others, following the Refori"llation, argued that the 

natural lavy would have force even if thore waD no God, 

Placing his emphasis on natural rights, he stated that 

these rights of man were the dictates "of rigl1.t reasoi1, 

indicating that any act, from its agreement 0'/1 disagree~ 

ment with the rational nature, has in it ~oral turpitude 

or moral necessity and consequently that such act is 

forbidden or cOi";1manded by God, the author of nature. ,,68 

Although GrotiLuj hir:lSe1f clid not deny the existence of 

God (he argued that this could not be conceded without 

the utmost wickedness), his arguments led to the 

developnent 0:[' a view emphasizing the autonomy of abstract 

reason. Coupled with the separation of the eternal law 

and the natural law~ this view led to the ethical 

rationalism of incH vidualistic natural law. 

On the rationalist view of natural law, it was argued 

that from a few basic and seLf-evi.dent prinCiples one 

could deduce 8. complete system of 'floral non-ns i\)r man. 

Unlike the provious appeal to the divine, man's cons-

ciousness of riGht and wrong, order and justice was not 
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seen as a gift dependent ~pon a relationship with God. 

As will be pointed out, it is arguable that the theory 

expoBed and ;:;U.l)j)CH3()cllJ defeated by the legal posi ti vists 

of the Nineteenth Century was this approach which 

V;J 

.stressed the subject as 'cogito' and not, as they believed, 

natural-law theories in general. 

In order to arrive at these self-evident principles 

concerning the nature of man, it was necesBary to 

construct a hypothetical state of nature where man is 

stripped of the trappings (whether harmful or beneficial) 

provided by society. As was noted in the passage by 

Grotil..w f the emphasis was on natural rights - such as 

the right to property - rather than on natural law. That 

iS f the e~phasis was on finding Qut those things 

which belonged to man naturally because of what he iSg 

rather than on discovering those laws of action or 

behaviour which man ought to follow in order to fulfiLL 

his essence. On this view the individual is seen full-

grown in the hypothetical state of nature - full-grown 

in the sense of having a fully realized essence. He then 

enters civil society by means of a social contract which 

contains the provision that these rights will be 

recognized and guaranteed protection. 

) 

In the arguments put forth by Hobbes, L()cke~ i.iontes~ 

quieu and Rousseau, one sees a shift from the approaches 

previously looked at. Their inquiries concentrate on 
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man as he is and how thE~ pol i.tical and legal system 

should be developed in order to protect and compliment 

his essential being. ?he final f,oa1 of man and even 

the reason for protecting his rights is no longer to 

realize his nature for it is present and fully developed 

from the beginning. It is a given - the staring point or 

foundation of their politico··legal theory. Although thf:1 

nature of this essence, the protection and enrichment of 

which provides the final goal for which to strive, varies 

among the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century theorists, 

the following passage fro-m Burla:uqui brings OLJ.t Wh2,t 

appears to be the predominant vi~w: 

-;:'he desire fo).' happiness is then as essen-t;ial 
to man as reason itself: ... For to reason 
means to co.lculate, and to take account I 
weighing everything l in order to ascertain 
on v.-hich side the advantage lies. It is 
thus a contradiction to suppose a reasonable 
being who could be detadhed from his interests, 
or be indifferent conc~rning his own happi-

69 ness, 
'By stressing an end toward which m.an is to EJtrive, the 

approach does not appear to differ significantly from 

previous views which argued that man ought to realize 

his essen'~ial beine by following the dict~tes of the 

natural law, whatever their source. ilut in this case 

the end - happiness - is not attained in order to fulfill 

or realize one's essence and the natural law is no more 

than a utlJ.itariCl.n me~-~.n[.; by which to pursue the happiness 
-"-'-'--~6Q' :-----.-~~-"'-"'---... -'--~- ... -.--~ --.-----------.~----.-.. --.----~~ --.---".-.-.. ---.~---

':Ll1 S-t;one,p.7 l p, 
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that our reasoning capacity has calculated ought tobe 

purslH~d. Since it is natural for man to strive for 

happiness or, for example, as Hobbes argued, t? seek 

pleasure and avoid pain, it ought to be a guaranteed 

right - not something we oueht to strive for to fulfill 

our essential nature as men. 

i1'his vi ew j though propounded by many theoristG I I~b);]s 

been generally classified as Lockean and hailed as the 

basis of the modern liberal democratic theory of legality 

as, for example, in the United States. Locke, following 

the line of thought suggested by j3urlamqui p argues tha.t 

the state is nothing but a utilitarian product of 

'..1:hdlV-i:dui:3;l-;-, self-interest ba:3cd on rational princi.p<.l~§ as 

a means to ensure those rightc-'l inherent in man which could 

not be adecru.ately p:cotected in the state of naturt-). ;\)atural 

law! in one sense, is a syrnbol for the groUl) of natural 

rights which stem from self-interest, the ultimate end 

being happiness. The emphai:d.G is on a causal and empiri-

cal view of the nature of mans observi.nf, his characteristic 

traits and studyinB: the causal laws that dct3TITlillC 0,]:' 

influence his nature. From the results of this study, 

reason deduces those rights which arc natural to this 

enti ty and the CO;l}Jequent duties of others I 

... we must consider what state all men are 
naturally ins and that iB, a state of perfect 
freedom to order their nctiOJlf3, and dispo:Je 
of their posse~sions ~nd persons as they 
think fit I withiYl thc bounds of thu .lclW 
of nc'.tu:ce t \'lithou.t a8kjJL~'; locl.ve or (e pc::nJi.:lC; 
upon the will 01 any othl~r 1:I8.n, • , • 

,~'1·l.l... +}l()'lr\.l -'-111.' s -be r4 "'-'-a '-:9 01'" 1 l"-lo1-·+ v _=-1 \.- v \J ..... l:J1 VJ. _ ,- c.... 0 LI .-. lr. -_ _L - J. \...." \..Iv 1 



yeJc i-:~ is (lot :.l ~~~t::l~-te oj:'. J~ -lCfL'-lCe If f f 'Yhe :=3t:[1,-te 
of Y)!;2tl.ll"(:; h:,<:; ",,1:::\';,: of ;·,atl.lre;~O ~~o-,r!=rn i'G/ 

VJhicJ!. o:jl:1;,::[:J; GVt",r'yonc-': :-:.nd l'ea~;O;l, ,-"hich 
if; thF·.t 1!O'.'.f I t;a61c~;-:; all 'i'tan,kind v.'110 'li:Lll 
but con:~'qlt it; that 8(;in:; 2.11 equ:;:'.l 8,ncJ. 
incleDendent t no one ()'d~~ht to h8T'!11 another in 
his life I lv;alth: 1i.bert:r or possesf::',5.onf'.... '70 

~eason is the lRW of nature which exists solely to 

socure ~an's natural riGhts stemming frma certain 

qualities inherent in him. }Jy followint; its dictates 

we will ensure the protection of the essence of man, 

already present and developed in each individual. It is 

in order to guarantee this protection that reason 

guides us into the social contract and the formation 

of civil society. Civil socie'ty is created to ensure 

the perfect pl~':~8erva'L,:~on of those rights; that is, it is 

to overcoFle 1 on l,oc1co I::.~ view at least 1 the problem of 

H each b0i '12~ his ovm jUdC~;E)" -- a problem in the state of 

nature since "8..11 have eq,u2.1 power to execute the law. "71 

Von Leyden, in <::1 cri t;i cislTl of Loc~e I f3 \fi ow r notes 

his problematic paFlsc:'.gE~ from "the factual statement 

that manoossess reclSon to the conclusio;'l that reason is 
-'-

th:::l.t reascm leads to the disco,rery of ,(].or31 truths and, 

,., A 

( .l~I_·;(lC l":'G I fi 0 z~6, 
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the evolution of civil society is outlined with its 

political and legal structures, it is evident ~hat i·t 

is no longer identical with the natural law and begins 

to clash with the original principles. In the end Locke 

turns increasingly away from reason to Christianity as 

a source of au~hority for obedience to tho natural law. 

Unlike Hobbes' ElOre positivist~ic comm.and theory, later 

expanded into the positivism of Austin, Locke felt the 

need to justify what we Gee as legal in terms of our shared 

values rather than in terms of power but his apprOILch 

failed to provide a secure baBis for obedience,one of the 

main weaknesses of his initial theory appearing to be 

the overconfidence in the Bubject as 'cogito', ~he inner 

consistency of law and reason was felt to be, in the 

last analysis, insufficient. Further, there are certain 

assl).mption:::t (based sUIJ])oscdly on his initial evaluations 

of the stat,-: of Iilan) which are questionable. IEwa such 

assumptions are the statements that man's ultimate goal 

is_.happiness and that man desires to retain the frights' 

rw.turally belonging to him in the stfl.t.e of nature. 

One wonders, when the emphasis is placed on such 'rights' 

as yt'ope:cty, whethc.:::c an ideal civil state has been 

pictured first ~wn argued back into the state of nature 
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as a natural right in order to secure these ideals. The 

suggestion is }xl.Y'ticularly convincing in light of the 

goal of many of these theorists to hold in check the 

absolutist tendencies of the monarch. 

Although the vi 8\~- has been praised and followed as 

a means to BeCUrG for men Gome of life's amenities and 

to give some justification for the political community, 

it fails to answer the recurrine question of the relation-

ship of the law to our values and to provide a reason 

for obedience to the positive law and a standard by 

which to criticize and evaluate it. 

Rousseau (1712-78) nakes a·rather unique use of the 

social contract and naturalrish·ts theory in an attempt 

to rehabilitate society morally and to provide a standard 

for and a Bource of obedience to the positive law. 

Reason may aid man in coming to an understanding of the v" 

'natural' morality but this in turn must be guided by 

conscience, As the Vico:c in E1ill§. states, "apart from 

conscience, man finds nothing but the sad privilege of 

wandering from one error to another by the help of an 

ullbridlE~d unden,tanding and El I'PRSOn which knows no 

any declaration of a naturRl 

richt is meaningless unless grounded upon some instinctive 

need of the huma;--l heart (conscience). It is in this way 

prirn.arily p :;:ather than Vicl re;::1.80n, that we arrive at 
----.- -.~;-~---.--..... -_ .. -'-' ----.. -.•. _-_ ... _-_ .. _-- -----.- " .. ~-----.. ~-.. --~.-.-- .. ~ --~-...... --.---~-~--~-.. --~ 
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what is right and wrong. Again in 2Jili1.~" ~::;'oum3eau states: 

fI";Jhat I feel to be rir::;ht is right. \-vhat I feel to be 

wrong is wrong"llt is only when we haGgle with conscience 

that we have recourse to the subtleties of argument," '14 

It 1S clear that Rousseau is propounding that intuition 

:i.s the mode by which we come to know what is right and 

wrong. In light of this, the external authority of the 

sovereign and the collective will can be seen as nothing 

but the projection of one's internal morality. 

In one senses Rousseau's view, though only outlined 

here in skeletal form, can be seen as approaching the 

real problem of jUE~tification of obedience to the legal 

system, unlike many other theorists who in the end concetl-

trated on r,lOcles of' Decuring obedi ence. ';3ut this approCl.ch 

encounters the SEune difficulties aG the rnoral intuitionists I, 

discussed in the chapter on the appeal to the divine. 

It cannot provide a stable source of 'natural laws' or 

moral dictates on anything but a purely individual basis 

which is illSufficiont as a foundation for a society's 

legal system. 

Further, the anti-intellectualism of Rousseau's 

account, combined with his doct::'ine of the supremacy of 

a sovereien and collective willj provided an easy transition 
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to the belief that lenv is command. '}he theory accomo~ 

dated itself easily to a totalitarian democracy or 

dictatorship (thouGh this, of courEle, was not Housseau 9 s 

objective). As Olafson points out, "It is the politic~l 

writings of J.J.Rousseau that mark the real break with 

thCj natural law tracli tion , and they do so in a particularly 

interesting way I f1ince Rousseau was himself still caught 

up with many of the assU1nptions of the natural law view. ,,75 

As a final comment on this particular view, one 

~hould note that, as the search for a means to protect 

rights thought to be inhe}::'ent in man was emphasized, one 

witnessed a concomi tarlt decreaseih the-inn)()rt~m-::;e of . - ... 

discovering the ultimate source of natural laws to guide 

our conduct. As mention~d in the discussion of L~cke's 

~iews, it appears that re~son was used to fOllnd rights 

which were desired in the civil society. Rather than being 

maintained as a critical standard by which to" judge 

positive" laws, the 'rational natural law' was abandoned 

once the desired riehts were guaranteed in positive law. 

One wonders if the natural law was no more than a con-

venient tool of protest used by those who desired ctlanges 

in their society (thouSh one cannot deny the importance 

of the beneficial cha11~,8s they secured). 

Finally, the social aspect of the nature of man was, 

to a large extent, overf31.:.a dowed by the emphasis on 

of many of the theoris-ts at the tim;3, th8 gi:m"(~ral result 
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was that the natural law was no longer seen as a guide for 

ma.n to live to[;cther harmoniously - a guicle beyond the 

reach of man I s vlhirnG. '.:'110 notion of moral dictates was, 

for many, swept aside in the desire to secure certain 

individual rights - that is, the emphasis was on rights 

and not their attendant moral responsibilities. 

Nevertheless, the appeal to the human individual or~ 

as it has been classified. the appeal to human nature, is 

not limited to the view which stressed certain natural 

rights flowing from that nature. 10 a large extent it is 

this view which is enjoying ~. revival today but in the 

fOl'm of a concen.tration on a ·more empirical study of man 

actually existin:?; and functioning in and through experi-

ence and history. 3asically the approach may be seen as 

a reference back to the Thomistic notion of studying 

the nature of man though~ in the various appeals to be 

discussed here, the appeal will only go back to man 

rather than, ultimately, to God. 

The unsatisfactory nature of positivism was clearly 

displayed to the world when the fantastic decrees of 

Hitler were written into the statute books after the 

Nazi revolution. On the legal positivist position (the 

Austinian Vif;W that law is command and devoid of any 

interference frrnn morality) these laws could be subjected 

to no rational criticis.~ even when such criticism \laS 

bacted by observ,cl.ble fact .. ~'he search for a natural law 

by which to jUC1(;G positive en3.0 tmellt;:; reinsti tU.ted, 



Nevertheless, in view of the scientific relativism pre

valent today, most theorists have turned away from an 

absolutist position to a search for a creative or 

evolutionary ideal by which to formulate and criticize 

the positive law, Coupled with this is a beli(:d in the 

progress and dignity of mankind. 

Lon Fullers who stresses a multi-dimensional 

(U 

natural law, can be seen as supporting a quaSi-idealism, 

J{e notes the great relativity of ideals 4s the consequence 

'of our thO'Llght working on ever-changing sociological 

phenomena. His arguments for the inseparability of facts 

and values, when applied to purposive behaviour, will be 

dealt with in Part Two of this study. ~evertheless, it 

is important to note that Fuller, who appears to be 

formulating a natural=lavv theory, actually ar[~ues for 

something less than a natural law. ~hus, only a cursory 

outline of his view will be given. 

According to Fuller, the central aim of the natural 

law is to search for the precepts of social order which 

will enable men to attain a harmonious and satisfying 

life together, 1,'hi8 search must forever rerna.in. ollen and 

unshackled. . Denying the reality of any et~rnal immut

able 11igher law a::~iomst he asserts"the reality of a 

process that may be called the coll~borative articulation 
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? 6,- l' i t, 1 J of shared Tyu.rposes. " :l.c su(::c-:-;es-Gs t:la; -Jle natura _aw 

be replaced by' I eunornics I - t!li s theory or study of cood 

ol.:'der and r!Or~;:n.ble c;.rran:,,:ei'lent~3. 
-. ., 1 

• ,; eVCTCl1e ess, his view 

does share an affinity to natural law theories in that 

it looks -;~othe natuTe: at ,'lan ~:"Jr the r1lles by which 

man ought to guide his life. 

Leclercq, characteristic of many of the natural law 

theorist;:; I 8.1 so plac8fs the ulti-::1cl."te aP1Jeal in -eh?> natu.re 

of ;::11">.11.. lie at;rees with Fuller that there should be 

freedom to search continually for a more adequate under-

standing of that nature. Jut, like the traditional 

theorists, he arguea that something more permanent is 

needed and avai12b1e than a nature.l law with a 

variable co~terrt or a relative ideal. 

Leclercq, in his study of huma~ nature, distinguishes 

"what is required by nature (e. g., SO!'le skin colour) and 

what is permitted by it (e.g. ,black Skin)."?? ne 

concludes that "what can charig8 may be conformable to 
?Q 

natural 1av! but it cannot be a cleroand of natural law. f1 d 

He suggests that the re~80n for the natural law appearinc 

to have variable content is because we often speak of~lthe' 

natural law when we mean Ithe knowledge we have of natural 

. ?9 law and thl s changes," , 
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IJike Fuller and most theorists Goncerned with the 

troubles of our time, I,eclercq believes that the natural 

law contains the rules for social health - the rules con-

cerning hoW men ought to interact with each other. As we 

learn more about h1)Jnan/nat.ur~h the contGnt of tb:~- natural law 

will develop and it will guide us in acting more effectively. 

Like any growing science, the fact that it encounters 

modifications and disagreements along the way does not 

detract fron the validity or usefulness of the appeal. 

Comparing these rules of social health to medical science, 

he points out that "we need the same certitude in curing 

the human body. But medicine-has always been practiced, 

being based on what was known ana being perfacteJ gradu-
80 ally i'iith the advance of knowledge. fI 

Although the appeal is to what is essential in 

~uman nature i the claims are far mor~ modest than those 

of theorists who declare that man is capable of grasping 

the true essence in its entirety irrnnediately - either 

via some sort of intuition or through our reasoning powers. 

Because of this, the theory does not fall prey to the 

argumen-t; that if there V-ii:1S such an eL;sonce l:::novm to us 

in such a way, ~hen why is there such great disaereement 

as to what the essence This is a more reasonable 

approach - there is no :ceason Ylhy nan! s fallibility and 
--O-'~~l~'o'---'--~~~--'--"-'~~'-'-~~~-"- ... _.-.. ______ ·_·_._.0_ .. -- .. - --... ~ . .-.~ ... -.--- -.---- .. -.---.. ---.-.-..... , .• --
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the weal\:nesses of his faculties should be less evident 

in this field than in a;'lY other. 
i 

IJeclercq argue::3 that there is evidence of such a 

nature upon which we may found the natural law. He 

states that this common nature will involve some common 

characteristics proper to all men. It is generally agreed -

if not in theory, then at least in practice - that there 

are such common features and the use of the term 

'borderline t f vThen discussing SO?'le men who seem to lack 

some human characteristics, suggests that we have a fair 

idea of what man is. Since the natural law is seen here 

as concerned with the social nature of man, if there 

is such a nature~ then its demands should be seen every= 

where Hlen are found. l.t, I,lead f in her anthropological 

studies, has discerned certain cultural characteristic~ 
\ ' 

comrnon to all existing and recorded societies. She suggests 

that these "cultural constancies are probably the 

reason for their survival. ,,81 ;,lea(l concludes that the 

"natural law might thus be defined as those rules of 

behavi.our which had develoned from a lnullan species~ 

'f' 't I- \-}'}' .,82 ·1' ft': f:lpecl-·l.C capacl "Y -bO e-c l]_C8. .l ze. '-,-ne 1'e: eronce '·0 

-·-·~---~~~~~r.:-~~~ -r __ :~ ___ ~ __ ~-~~'~ ___ '-.~'~~~ ____ ~-~~~'~~'_~~'T __ • ----... ---- .... ~----=-..... : ... ~ .... -.... -..--.--~_:~ ..... -=------.~-~~-
1,1, ;,)8<'.1.0 f r';.::.ome A:'1.thropoJogJ.cal COUSJJLjl'e:\tl.,ons 

Concerni.ng ;·!a,tural :Caw" , i~_s:~t~9~·_<: ... L_I:.~:·~~.~~o.D~i! ,5, 19611 
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'species-specific' makes it evident that the ultimate 

appea1 is to human nature and, althouEh the definition 

may seem rather V8.eue at present, it does direct us 

to a more thorou~h investigation of v/hat is involved in 

such a ca,paci ty. 

Just to emphasize how widespread this approach to 

natural law has become, it is interesting to note that 

even existentialist views involve a study of the nature 

of man. R.Niebuhr agrees with Sartre that there is no 

·explaining of things by reference to a fixed and given 

human nature. He states that there are "no fixed structures 

of nature or reason or history which man does not trans-

"' .... " 1 . .. t J f d '" 8 3· I h 'L c ena Dy Vlr-..,ue 01 '11S S]JJJ'l -ua" : ree om.' "' ever"L~ e. ess f 

mania entirely dynamic and limitless freedom may be seen 

as a comnon characteristic ( an (~ssence in an extended. 

use of the term) ul)On which to build a stable system 

of natural laws. ,'his is in fact what i~iebuhr does. 'f.e 

concludes that love is the law of life, his reason 

being that only this n~akes fully into account the 
Gl.~ dh;18m'lion of freedom or self-transcendence It' in man. 

30th the theological and the secular existentialist vosition 

can be SGen to appeal to man for aD ultimate foundation 

of thAir sYBtem of moral (Uctates (natura] laws). 
_.,- - ~- .-.. '~5-';; ~--"~.~. '''><-~- 4"-·~_·_'_ . ___ ~._ .. ~A_.~.~=" - -•. _.- -~ -.. ~ -. =- =---.... -,----.~~--------~ .. - ..... -~.- --.-~--..... --- -- -- ~---~-- ......... ~ ...... -
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As I hope to show i.n I'art "'wo of this study, it is 

thi s more modern eJPproach which Seel!1S to gi va new life to 

natural law and to ensure its usefulness in the future. 

But, as was noted earlier, a well-rounded view may straddle 

various appeals to different degrees. 

l'hi8 review of the V8J:-',ious appeals Uf3ed throughout 

the long history of natural law should make it clear 

that any o]Jponent~\ or theorists making general criticisms 

on certain aspects of t;he natural law must be carel''!).l 

·to distinguish which particular approach they are criti

cizing. This was suggested as a problem surrounding 

the t defeat I of natux'cl.l Jaw by the posi ti vists of the 

~ineteenth Century. Jhat they had successfully waged ' 

battle against was the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century 

theories of natural rights. ~hist it was suggested, was 

a qttestionabl.e theory of natural law and in fact, as in 

the case of Rousseau, was a theory against it. Ihe 

a'ttempt to abstract man into a hypothetical state of 

nature and then intuit his essenJeial being or end did 

not prove to be a fruitful support for natural law. 

Other attacks upon the na tural law come +re>\'t") the. 

voluntm:ists and the historical school., ;;~oreoveJ: f there 

are arguments against any such approach to facts and 

values and to the concept of obligation as understood 

by natural-law theorists. 



CHAPTER FIV~ OPPO~~N~S 

Natural-law theories have been an object of attack 

and criticism throughout their two thousand year history, 

with different schools of thought and individuals aiming 

their disapproval against one of the specific approaches 

discussed in Part One. It should be noted that these 

criticisms are worthwhile, but they are far from devas-

tating to natural-law theories andy at the same time, are 

themselvef3 subject to cri ticisrn, 

'::'he :-:1ajor att2.clc wi tllin the fr8.::nework of the appeal 

to the divine came from the voluntarists who sought to 

vindicate the primacy of the will over the intellect. 

'rhe argument was levelled against the 'J~ihomistic, view 

which emphasized reason as the bridge between man and 

God, allowing for th(~ possibi1i ty of human insight into 

the moral dictates of God's intellect. Otto von Gierke 

describes the opposing nledieval theories in the following 

way: 

The older view r~~omistic] which is more 
especially that of the Realists, explained 
the Lex ~aturaliB as an intellectual act 
inde penc1<:mt of will .~ as a mere lex in~· 
dicativa, in which God was not lawgiver but 
a teach8r workine by ~eanG of ~eason - in 
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short, as the dictates of reason as to what 
is rieht, erounded in the 3ein8 of God, but 
unalterable even by Him .... ,lhe oppoGite 
proposition, proceeding from pure nominalism, 
saw in the La'.'l of t'jatu,re a ;'rrere divine 
command, which was right and bindini':: merely 

85 because God was the lawgiver. 

For Ockham and other illembers of the vohmtsxist 

tradition, moral laws or ethical values had no other 

foundation but the will of Goel which imposes them. '-L'hus 

natural law was seen merely in terms of a command. In 

this sense it became nothin,&; but posi ti ve law. Law 

becEE'ne a matter of "pv.re will without any foundation 

. l' , " 1 t' 1 t .co t" . ...86 1n rea l~Y or 1n ~le essen 1a naJure o~ fllngs, . 

clearly in direct contradiction to the ?homistic emphasis 

on the essences of man and other natural entities, Again 

this view sides with the positivist tradition which 

repudiates any effort to know the essences of, things as 

irrelevant in the 1eeal sphere. It was but one short step 

from the divine law~giver to the positivist emphasis 

on the sovereicn or earthly law-maker. 

The 7ranciscan, John Du~s Scotus (1265-1)08), was 

the first major fiGure to propound a voluntarist position 

and "though it is untrue that 3cotus mad8 the whole moral 

l~'l.\V to d::.!pend on the arbi trary choice of the divine will, 

it can hardly be denied that the elemen~s of volun-
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tariW~l in his l)o'ilosoVf1Y helped to prcpc'.:ce the Wey for 
Or·} 

th e .cHr!~hoY'i ten:' i sni S!!l of Oc}d'.c.l.iJ, II ) { ,::;cotl)~'; doer.; 8.11ow ?or 

f~o'le u:::;efulness of both divine ccl.ncl rHLi::'n reaGon. 

AccordinG to Scotus, for an act to be morally ri~ht, 

three concH tions 1f1ust hold: (1) he act nust be free for 

"an act is neither lJrai::Jevio:cthy 110r blc-'!1oworthy v.nle8s 

. ~88 . it }Jroceeds from the free vnll; I, ( 2) 'tt rl1ust be ob-

jectively good; that is, it rnust have an object wh1.ch 

is conformable to right reason (only tho love of God 

can bc:; seen as good on tJ:is concl.i tion alone) j and (3) the 

act must be perfor:iled with the right in~o~ltion. 'i'hus vie 

see that proceeding from the free will is a necessary 

though not a sufficient condition for an act to be 

morally right, ~evertheless, Scotus still gives priuacy 

to the will in the making of a truly' free decision o~ 

genuinely moral act. 

As concerns the source of the natural moral law, 

Scotus maintained that "the divine wilJ. is the cause of 

good, and so by the fact that ~e wills something it is 

good. ".39 But for Scotus, this does not ir;lply thCi.t the 

law is a matter of divine arbitrary decree. ~:\or both Goel 

and man~ the intellect influences the will and cognition 

precedes volition. ,'he content of the natural law I)l~Oceed:::: 

St). 
In Copleston,Vol.2,It.2,p.268. 



from th(~ divine inteLlect which "p81:'ceives the acts 

which are in conformity ""i t11 human nature." ji'or Sco-cus i 

it is~the divino will which furnishes the obliga-

toriness of' the natural law', for "to command pertains 

only to the appetite or will. n90 TIle references to the 

divine intellect and hu~an nature clearly suggest that· 

3cotU8 1 position is not as contradictory to ?homism as is 

often maintainod. 

",' 'J 1 .~·!le j eea .. ogue, forming the content of the natural 

law, is divided into two tables .. ~he first two laws 

are seen by ScatuB as self-evident principles, the 

validity of which rean can discern with his reasoning 

[l,bilities. 'X'hOf:!S, he suggests, are not subject to divine 

c1ifip::-DrJu_tion, "not becmlSe iIe is subject to them but 

because they are ul tirnately founded on His ,;ature. If 
91 

It is in connection with the second table, which God 

can dispense, that Scotus diffors from the ~homists. 

1he latter maintained that in neither case was dispen-

sation allowed p for the entire Decalogue followed, 

ei ther direct] y or inclir'ectly f from primary principles. 

For Scotu;:.~ r to love God was the first practical 

principle and it waS addressed to thG will. All other 

nor~,lS ',',fere con~inc;en t cr2F.tions o:C the divine will -
-.. ··_--co·- "--"~---".~,,,.-,,.--,,~.--- ._" ... _. ~-.. ----~ .. ----.- .......... -.-.... ---.--.-...... ,~. -.-"---, .. --

/ in CoplestontVol.2t~t.2. ~p.270, 



divine positive lavv. ,1m. of Ockham \1290-1JI~9)f taking 

a more radical voluntarist position, eliminated this last 

natural-law precept, a step which led the way to pure 

moral positivism. 

Ockh8.Hl divides the rO.1es of conduct into a three-

tiered hierarchy: (1) universal rules of conduct dictated 

by natural reason and always binding (natural law); 

(2) rules which would be accepted as reasonable, in a 

society gover~ed by natural equity, without any positive 

law; and, (J) rules arrived at by deduction from the 

precepts of natu:eal law. 'l'hese latter are sub ject. to change 

by positive enactment. It should be noted, before con-

sidering his view of the source and ultimate appeal 

of thiE:law of nature (the first type of l::..1.W in the 

hierarchY)f that he does not indicate how these universals 

are known to men who, according to his nominalism, can 

only perceive similarities amongst individual things and 

apply to them a common general name. It may be ·that 

principles inherent in one's nature are known through 

some sort of direct intuition, but this is left 

unex!)lained, 

As to the ultimate source of this law, Ockham places 

all the emphasis on God's will. ]he fact ~hat God does, 

not ordinarily a).ter the natural law does not mean that 

it is not in His power to do 80~ fi.'11e natural law is not 

( "':l. c' o 'J Vias 2xgued by Scotns 



a series of divine commands. 

Ockham is justified in describing the natural law 

as absolute and im:nutable on the basis of his distinction 

"between the ordinary power of God, by which God has 

actually established a noral order v and the absolute 

power of God, whereby God could order the opposites of 

1.- L l' h -T h . f ' f ·b'"' ,,92 .. t 1 tlle ac\,s Wfi.lC He as, In . aC·G, ·01' .1.(1(18n. l\a ura 

law is unalte:L'able in con~J.8ction with th.e ordinary power 

of God J but not with ais absolute power for this would 

be a limit to God's free creative activity. 

1;ha t nature is so ordered that we can use our 

reasoning capacity to see mqral imperatives wi:thin it, '----> 

and that the precepts we discover coincide with those 

dictated by God is all arranged for and demanded by 

the divine will. Ocl<.:ham states that "it is rather by 

the very fact that the divine will· wishes it that right 
0'" 

reason dictates what is to be willed, II/.J.i'hus even the 

work of rea.son as a guide to what if:; wi·lled (1:-1.Clmow= 

ledged by Scotus) is in -t;he final ana1.ysis J for Oc 1(ham, 

a matter of decree. 

Despite Ockhamfs continued belief in the existence ' 

of natural law g his theory, in fact9 resulted In:~ 

denial of it. JiB "?to;11incYJ. points out, "sin no longer 

q, 
'-in Oakley~p.70. 



contains any intrinsic element of irnnorality, or wha·t is 

unjust, any inner element of injustice; it is an 

external offence against the will of God. 119'-J.. All oughtness 

rests on God's absolute will and since transgressions are 

external offences; that is, nothinG in the act making 

it essentially right or wrong, even obedience to God 

becomes a matter of positive law. 1he voluntarist phase 

encouraged legal positivism through its shift from the 

notion of law as immanent to the doctrine of imrJosecl 

law. There is no basis for natural law in this latter 

view. 

Before les.vin,:; the atts;ck on natural law by the 

voluntarist tradition, one should note some of the 

iS~3t1.eS invoked in the battle between the intellect ai.1d 

the will. Accepting a general ontolo~ical order, this 

"order becomes~ in relation to man endowed wi~h reason 
qr: 

and free will 9 the moral order /l,.) -;:his order, inde}Jen-

dent of the appeal we make to ground li.atural law, is 

generally agreed to be not the product of human r88.80n 

but ctl1 objective order. ~~or is it a produ.ct of the human 

will in general. 3ut y if one accepts the proposition of 

the will beinG the greater faculty and yet cannot find 

arguments sufficient enough to su:pport the existence of 

01:" 
7JHommen,p,175. 
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God p then "nothing is left as the s'out'c e of norms but 

96 the concrete will of the earthly lavV171a:':~n·." Yet, 

as we have seen in history, with the enactments of 

Hitler for example, people react with abhorrence to this 

notion, the experience appearing to be the result of a 

n:atural feeling as .J~-,o what is just or unjust. ;~:his 

certainly would su~gest that moral norms enjoy a more 

objective reality than that attributed to them on a 

theory giving primacy to the will. 

A look at our conception of a mature legal system 

(bearing in mind our own values and premises) should 

convince us that there ought to be more to it than 

sovereiGn command. Getting beyond the simple behaviouristic 

view (which has tried to assert itself in all facets 

of life including social institutions) which sees all 

conduct as a matter of stimulus and response and which 

rejects the concept of mind and consciousness, we must: 

deterrl1ine whether by the lavv of the land 
we pri;;lal_'ily mean a rule wo:r'ked out 
rationally, which alwa.vs should be entirely 
reasonable and which falls short of its 
nature as it fails to achieve co~)lete 
reasonableness, or an act which holds be
cause it is born of sovereign will and 

97 which needs no other grounds to hold. 



Com.;idering -che increase in the number of JlsycholoEist~~ 

in the ~est criticizinG the shallow, one-sidedness 

of behaviourism, one may conclude that the fi~st al

ternative is quickly gaining supremacy, Further, as 

mentioned in the introduction to this study, the very 

fact that we call a law 'unjust' suggests that tkarc is 

Taore invol vad than arbitrary decree .i'he suggestion that 

a law may fall short of its nature ir(tplies some sort of 

standard by which to judge positive enactments. This is 

provided by the nat1..1ral law. 

~·:tany other schools of thought have attacked the 

natural law tradition, some Iik.e the voluntarists I 

directing their criticism against a particular appeal, 

others attempting to defeat certain aspects of natural

law theories in general. ;he legal offshoot of the ro

mantic movement of the Eighteenth and early Inneteenth 

Centuries was the historical school of law. Like 

natural-law adherents, they felt that the formal legal 

precepts of a society could not, by the~selves, administer 

justice. ~ut, rather than finding the source of such 

precepts in the natural law, they emphasized the habits 

and customs of the people, 

Von SaviE;ny ( ( 779-1861), a proponent of this 

vi eY?, s"Ga T,ed that the law was th e general will of those 

livinc together in a SOCiety. :nus, the law was as 

variable :f:com one people to ano·ther as Vlas language. 



In this interaction of people in a particular E~roup, 

customary law was the first type of rule structure to emerge 

and it replaced 1110ral:::1 as the standard of justice and the 

source of law. ~he other two types of legal precept 

recognized (both seen a8 derivatives of custon) 

were: (1) statute law which was formulated through the 

custom of judicial decision y and (2) the science of law, 

made up of doctrinal writings and scientific discussion 

of legal precepts, _I'he universal ideal ;waS customary law 

not formulated by jurists but 'discovered' by historical 

study. l~or cail 1 t "be derived from l),l1s:'}.IJc:;tantial. pr1nci-

ples by a process of abstraction and rationalist deduction 

since it has but one principle - the obscure depths of 

th!2 ;':ational 
.• qP, 

SJ)JXlt. fJ,' -Ehis cri ticis~n against the 

deduction of laws from 'lm.sl},bstantial princi.pl.es I is 

devastating for the rather dubious doctrine of natural 

rights, since proponents of this view beGin with a 

'11y'poth9tic~').1 f state oJ' natu:ce, _,Oll_t it fails to undornine 

the lJ3.tUT'9.1-la-.'1 theory as outl lneu in vari ous W8.yS 

througho-ut this study. 

For JaVi[~Yf the hiGhest principles of positive law 

.. ..-_.-- ... _ .. _-() ~:.~_2' __ .... ~-~ .... ___ ._ ,. _~, ___ .~ __ O;. '~'"'"~ ..... _......,...-_. __ ~ _=_ . _. __ ~ ___ ~ .. _~..--_< ...... .-._~.,..~ .... ~~ _. ~ ......... "' .. ~ __ . ___ ___ •• "'-" ________ ~, ..... ..--.-
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lLn'Lt on thif:l obedience. 'hif~ h~ a matter of ethics rather 

than natural law and "everyone according to his (co,"lscience 

will jud~e for hlmsolf before God what stand he should 

take on this i"!i8. tter. I< 100 .3ti 11, he maint2..l:lecl that one 

could not call U~p0i:1 ethicfc:i in order to o~)pose the 

positive law. 

i~his notion of tracing the law back to the spirit 

of the people was given a ~etaphy8ical foundation by 

Hegel (1770-1831) who traced it back farther to the 

Absolute or Idea rea.lizing itself in and throlJ.f:;!l. spirit. 

For ~egel, law was the tUlfolding of the idea of right, 

legal history bein~ a record"of this process.~o abstract 

precr~pts 'Nere to C:d.cta-t;e this unfolding bu-t; rather the 

actual existing state. rhus we s~e a cO~DlRtG reversal " . 

of the relationship of the ideal to the real held by 

natural-law theorists. As with the historical school, the 

state was seen as the ethical whole completely replacing 

any doctrine of natural law. ihe source of this notion 

can be seen to be ~ousseauts theory of the general will. 

As was noted earlier, this doctrine provided an easy trans-

ition to the notion that law is co~nand. One wonders, 

then, whether such concepts as absolutes unfolding and 

basing law Otl the f3piri t and customs of th.e people do 

anythin~ more than cover up the rather objectionable 



posi .Jeion that the legally val id is jmst what the sovereign 

commands ~ the 8(1::18 proble'!) as was noted against 

voluntari 8:-;1, 

~ound points out that the historical 8chool saw the 

lavi as obligatory "because of its intrinsic force <).8 an 

eX9res[:-3ion of a principle of action discovered by human 

experience and that experience was significant becau,se it 

. 1 d 1-' l' 1-' f . , ,,101 'h -i • lnvo. ve '\dle:] reo._J.za'lJJ.on o. an laea. }..' e DaS1C 

presupposition behind this view appears to be that what-

'ever is, is right. Considering the many errors of judge-

ment and the revisions made and still needed in the legal 

sphere f the neceEJsity- of a critical sts.ndard by which to 

judge whatever is (instead of the principle that whate~er 

One often cited example in 

opposition to this rather simplistic view is our natural 

abhorrence to one of the longest existing customs in 

our history - slavery, ~he reply that it is richt when 

it is in use and wrong when it h8.S been abolished - a 

view which seems to follow, is hardly an adequate answer. 

Often the q'uestion arisGs as to the rightness or wrong-

ness of an act when it is in fact being carried out. lhe 

notion that things chane;e as the idea u.nfolcls does not 

sol ve our irrnnediEte quandr,Y. 



}?inally, one s:J.Ould note a }Jroblem concerning 

aegelian philosophy and historicism in general. On this 

view, "all human thoughts and beliefs are his'l:;orical ahd 
102 therefore deservedly destined to perish." C~o be 

consistent, one must assume, therefore, that belief in 

historicism itself can only claim tempor~ry ·Vhlidity. 

Thus, the historical school can only argue that it is 

pronouncing the absolute truth by "inconsistently 

t o " In.I:' ° t d" . ,,103 " h' h' eXemp"D1g J."Gse I .lr0T:11'-s own ver.J.C1; , v.mlc lS waT; 

it appears to be doing. 

---~---1()7~'----' ,".~.~".--.-.'-'~.~-.. ---- "--"-~'".--.-- .-.. -.. --.---~.~~~~ .-~-."-.--~-"----.---. 
~Strauss I p. 10. 



Ambiguities and misunderstandings concerning what is 

meant by individual terms such as 'law' and 'nature I as 

well as different views about natural law and its functions, 

result in a v.ride variety of theories and arguments (at 

cross·~purposes) a:nong proponents and critics. As was seen 

in the discussion of the various appeals to ultimate 

foundations for natural law, there is, to a large extent, 

a common aim, but it may mean a variety of things, As 
..,. 

d!Entreves points out, critics often emphasize the 

differences araong na~Gu1:,al-law theorists as the major 

argument "for the sceptical denial of natural lavl as one 
, . ,,101.1, 

of the great deceptions of etnlcs. 

One must take into consideration the litany problems 

involved in the approaches discussed in Part One and the 

variable meanings of the terms used, a8 well as the 

fallibility of man and his power to discern exactly what 

it is that should be understood by the term 'natural law'. 

Nevertheless? this study hopes to show that the validity 

of the rdm remains intact and that there is "still no 

ground for repudiating the essence of the principle nor 



for justifying taking the nominalist position and denyinG 

that there are substantial elements of agreement in the 

direction the defin5_tion ha[:3 taken. ,,105 ._'hat is to f3ay, 

that there is sO-lething be;y-ond tho positive law which 

.is stable and beyond human manipulation which forms a 

basis of first principles and a critical standard by 

which to develop and judge human enactments. 

Generally, the term 'nature' has been used to contrast 

the natural law with convention or positive enact~!1ents. 

Jut nature i tsol1' has been tmde:~'stood in many ways: "the 

rational, the divinog the distinctively human, the normally 

operating, the frequently reburring, the prinitive, the 

elements not subject to human artifice or control , the 

!"el:t~-e.,rl· clpv-.-t. cJ t"h on 1 • ct ],,' C 1 ,,106 I' -I-h 
oJ _v ·~a anJ. JiO n ,O'11l", O.l '3... 'urv er, those 

various denotation.s may ai.rl1 to refer to both what l' c< 
_0 

'<'That ou_e:ht to be. As seen in this list. Inature' or 

and 

'natural' may be used to describe a non-human 1 human or 

super-human order. It may refer to a physical or logical 

ordor of necessity or an order of freedom (e.g., the 

existentialist view of ~.0iebuhr discussed in Chapter 

Four). ihe problem which often results is that several 

meanings are used at once \/6 thout discrimination. 

~o/ 1 0.,. d -r'J 01gmun , p. J. !\. • 



As was seen in Part One, one of the most predominant 

meaninGs was that 'natural law v was 'natural' in the sense 

of being based - either mediately or immediately - on 

the essential nature of ~an; that is, the appeal to 

h~Dnan nature. rlut this too has been given a variety of 

interpretations which lead, if not to misunderstandings, 

at least to different vie'ws of what is involved in the 

natural law. 'Phe emphasis may be placed on man I s 

reasoning capacitYt through the use of which he is able 

to become aware of his essence, (that is, that which 

distinguishes man from everything else and which is a 

neces'scu'y attribute for any ohject which is to be c]}J,8sified 

as a man) and the duties and goals consequent upon 

-~his OO-(;'1.1"e. As ViaS noted earlier, reason is not alv!ay:-:'l 

seen as the essence and whether or not man is seen as 

created in the image of God will have repercussions in 

the conclusions concerning his duties and ultimate 

destiny. 

Further, the essence of man may be interpreted as 

a universal propensity to perceive the same values as 

those which give significance to hUTl1an exir3tence. 'lihis 

need not be a product of our reason. As seen in the 

discnsBion of .Augustine f the emphasis is often on con

science, making this perception of value a matter of moral 

intui tion. 'l'he main probler'1 with ·this clppro8.ch is the 

absence of any convincing a1:"!.?;ume'''lt when our I intui tions ' 

conflict, 



1. \.1 \J 

Nhat is essential to man may be arrived at through 

an empirical study of its manifestations in law and 

custom or what still belongs to man when the latter are 

stripped away and man is conceived in a hypothetical 

state of nature. '2his approach vias taken by natural 

rights theorists, such as Locke, and by others in the 

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, for example, Hobbes 

and [{ousseau. 'Llhe attendO..nt problems were noted in ?art 

One of this study. 

For St.Augustine and other theologians of the Widdle 

Ages, the emphasis on the fall of man resulted in a 

view of human nature as comprised of those capacities 

which have been depraved to various degrees and which 

require the Grace of God for redemption.l'his view 

denied man the capacity for self-perfection or realization 

of his essence without faith in the Redeemer. 

In the discussion of the Greek position, it was 

noted that the teleological view of nature was not 

restricted to man. Rather, the tendency to self-realization 

was inherent in all natv.ral entities and the natural law 

\I,'as seen as that Imv or fate guiding all of nature to

wards its realization. ,'ievertheless, because man, with 

capacities which are more refined and complex than 

tho~:;e of the rest of nature, is 8.1)le to cOlilprehend his 

l)Ossibili ties and make conscious choices concerning 

the path to take toward their realizution, the natural 
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law becOInes more distinctly a natural moral law. ['l everthe-

less, it has been argued that what was actually meant 

by the contrast between nature and convention at this 

stage was "what we would thinl< of nowad~:lYs a.E3 blind, 

compelling instinct contrasted to the cooler calculation 

of human reason. ,,107 ·.:.'hus, the natu_ral law mentioned by 

Antigone would not be seen as ethically superior, but it 

would be followed because it was naturally ineluctable. 

N~verthelessf as was pointed out in Part One, the emphasis, 

'placed by the Greeks, on such concepts as justice and the 

good, implies that a distinction was made between 

infJtinctual necGf:lsi ty' and moral. oue;htness. .aut, it should 

be noted that some theorists such as Jlpian in the fuiddle 

Ages saw natural law as similar to the idea of animal 

" t" . 108 ].nS"lYlCl:; • 

j~evertheless, the main trends of natural-law theories 

have E';xpressed, either explicitly or implicitly, the 

viev{ that "there exists in nature and/or human nature, 

a rational order which can provide intelligible Y0111:.~~::. 

.§j:a·te·:'1E~Xl:t.~ independently of humcl.D will t that are uni~ 

versal in application, unchangeable in ultimate content 

100 
and 11l...:O.Irrl.l~c_.Q.l~J __ i5_?:.!Q.r.J~ on 1:lan~d.nd. Ii 7 _:'hus the r:.im is to 
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• I- l ' l' .J. J " ,', , arr:L va a\, some 0) J eC'Cl ve S l;c.1.ncarCl 1,1111C1) can :n'escri be 

actions for man. ~ow0ver, the existonce or such objective 

vallJ.es is in no '.,[;:l~r inCOjil~)8.tible with ::'1aint8.inin:,:,; the 

freedorn. and choic e of' r.~l all.ton o~':)OUS !10Y'nl agent. ~?or, 

althou::;h these sta.ndBrdf3 lila:/ :r)rescribe certain actions, 

it is stilJ.~~Rtter of individual choj.ce whether or not 

to heed the prescriptions. 

,:hus :it is evident that the notion O:J~ natura.l 1ml} in 

the ethics.l and lec;al S)llSre is essenti.ally different 

from that of the la'll of nature in. science,:he si;ntlcu~i ty 

of the term, as well as the notion of teleology bei~g 

often applied in both 8)her88, frequently results in a 

. confusion be';~wcel1 or identific2ction of the tvIO. 3ut one 

can understand the analogy to 'nature' in discussing 

natLJ.I'al la:,v. ,Ju;:)t as tll e ;Law of gravi. ty is a 1'1).1e governing 

a reality which (~Sca]Jef; oV.r control, so too is the SOaTCft 

for nature.I 1<3.\,1 a "qUGst after an .ir"rL1u1:able standard or 
. f- ., l' c' , '. d . . " n 1 :1.0 pD:c'vern t J.::1ClepenC enl; a). cnOl co an carrYl1'lt'; convl eTlan, 

'Che metaphor is D.ble to inpress upon us the finality and 

• . 'T·.l....· l~ . '1 .. t \T . .c' lne. 1 \'a,J] .... .1 ,,; oJ. f31.wh a Jaw ~ tvlO characteristics easier 

to uncl:2,Tst:::md' in the scientific than in the ethical sphere. 

lhe concept of 'law' has likewise taken on a varie"'GY 

has fOY',m .. llatec!. a list of twelve such uscs and; althou[';!l 

not all of thei!l have been. clif',iCUssed in ~;hif~ stud~r and 



some ':!18.y seeFI ques-t,lollable as ;~lG3.Yl1n;:;B for ITl tural la;!, 

they are all (J .. ttem}yl:;s to (::i.V9 fwme 1l.ltLna te bC:':.[3is of 

law which can:lOt -:)e S1).b ,ject to hU;;jan will or C8.l)rice. It 

is hoped that the list and examples to follow will 

"serve to clarify the subtle differences in the tenn 

I 1 I 1 1 b t- . " " 111 aw Wo'len usee y" 11e varlOUS ;:;nf~OrlEn;s. 

(1) Divinely ordained rules for hwnan action as, for 

example, the ,)ec::tlogue v~hich for;!1ed the bulk of the 

natural law in the appeal to the divine. 

(2) Law as comprised of age old custo'ns which, because 

of their longe-'li ty, have S[)OW!l themse1 ves' to be accep-

table to the Gods. It shouJd be noted that this formed 

a 1o.1':::,;e part of Greek lav,r as is evi.denced in Plato '~; Laws. 

(3) ';"\ne recorcled vviL-jdoY l d'f wise man of .:olcl who have 

learned the safe or eli vinely a})l)roved course for human 

action. '!'his view is closely related to the one immedi-

ately above. 

(lj.) A philosophically discovered system of principles 

which express the nature of things and to which, there-

fore, mall ought to confor:'n his cO~lduct. "~1his aspect of 

law looms large i~ the entire history of natural law; 



e,g., the Greek teleological view of the universe and 

the consequent prescription - realize your essential 

nature. ~his is also evident in the modern studies, dis

cussed in Chapter Four, of what is essential and ought 

"to be maintained or realized in man. 

(5) fi'he body of ascertaiml1ents and declarations of an 

eternal and immutable order .:~'his is, basically, a 

variation of the fourth type of 'law'. 

(6) ~he idea of law as a body of agreements of men in 

politically organized society as to their relations 

with each other. An example of this could be Lon Fuller's 

notion of 'eunomics'. 

(7) Law as a reflection of the divine reason governing 

the universe. Aquinas' view of law follows these lines. 

Because of man's reasoning capacity - made in the image 

of God - the divine dictates are addressed to man in 

the form of an 'ought I which can be identified as law. '~l'O 

the rest of creation the dictates are in the form of a 

tmLlst'; tiE~ ... t is, it is a matter of blind or instinctual 

:necessi ty, 

(8) A body of cm~nands of the sovereiGn authority. As 

was noted in Chapter Five, this is basically the view, 

or at least the result of the view, put forth by the 

voluntarists. Law becomes a matter of cOFEnand when 

primacy is given to ~he will over the reason. Further, 

in the final analysis, this forms the sole source of law 



10.) 

in the Hobbesian state and later in Austin's theory. 

(9) A system of precepts discovered by human experience 

whereby the individual human will nay reali7.,e the most; 

complete freedom possible consistently with the like 

freedom of will of others. ~his follows from the concept 

of justice put forth by John ~awls and supported by 

Charles Fried - that justice involves (with some quali-

fications) the "equal right to the most extensive 

liberty compatible with a like liperty for all.1I1l~2 Fried 

goes on to argue that, from this, -the concept of justice 

may be elaborated to inclucie the terNS by which "persons 

may impose constraints on each other without d.enying thr~lr 

ovm or any other person I s free or rationE.d 
_ 1 1 ':l na"cure. ,,- - j 

':'hus he conclFdes -th'3.t this conce1it of justice is not 

only compatible with bu-t; is "implicit- in the natu_ral law 

which defines h~Ir't::Gl n8:l:;ure as f:cee and rational." ill.} 

(10) Law as the external life of man measured by reason. 

That is, law is seen as the reasoned out list of external 

actions suitable for man to perform. Law, in this sense, 

does not propose to guide the internal life of man 9 just 

his outward activity. 

(11) J.J2.\Vf~ of the dOJainant class functioning f'or the time 
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being to further their own interest. ~he economic 

interpretation is prevalent today in ~arxian literature. 

It may, though, find an ancient counterpart i~ the view 

justic e propounded by 'i'hrasymachus in PIa to's 

.R~J2Y:..l?_-1ic" = II justice if3 the interest of the stronger party" 

( 3448) . 

(12) ';~he final type of law listed by Pound is law "made 

up· of dictates of economic or social laws with respect to 

the conduct of men in societYI discovered by observation,. 

expressed in prec:epts worked out through human experi~ 

ence of what would and would not work in the admi!l.is

"trati.on of Justice, ,,11.5 

,lith all ·these various meanings in mind, it is 

easy to see the possibilities open for mi.sunderstanding 

and opponents arguing at cross·-purpoBes. l'~atural l8:11 

has been set forth as a theological, a philosophical, 

a moral, a legal, a political and even an economic 

concept, often including several meanings together. ~ever-

theless f from what has been mentioned in this study thus 

fax f it is evident that Y1Cltural law, in any strict sense 

of the term, must have a prescriptive sense, emphasizing 

the wliversality of ethical standards, As a ar5terion 

by which to formulate and to jlldge posi ti ve erlactr'lents, 

it must involve what fought' to be in contrast to what 
-~-'--~'f'P- .,,-'----- .-,,-~~ -~.--.~--,--.-.---<~----" .. ~~-.-.--- ... -.--, .... - ... -"--~".~-.-.--.-.. --,-

. . ./}' 0 U:1 cl , 1l1} .. J .. !}:t.X'g.~:\l2-.s~~b\~:2_,,~~2 __ .. :th2:..jJ}jJ;"~?gJ?by_ .. 9.:f. 
H <?T.s'.) __ ~ll p. 30 , 
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'is', Concern for such principles is inevitable for any 

society which refuses to identify the ideal with the 

actual and accept all the attendant results o! this 

identification. 

This refusal brings us back to the problem of 

the primacy of the will or of reason, Since this was 

discussed in connection with the voluntarist tradition, 

a brief mention of it here will suffice. As was nentioned 

earlier, it is generally accepted that hu.man action 

follows, ideally, a rational course. ?his suggests that 

the rules for such action flo;,[ frOT!i th~:; ree.Bon though 

the action itself may be initiated and carried out by 

the will ~hichj following the rules of reason, will be 

reasonable as vvell. "~~ut if the 'dill is held to enjoy 

pri~acYf it is also held to be fI'e'" ·.LC'r'J1"fl r~C}."'pv'~y) ,,116 _ .r~"" .~1.,.L ...... cJ .. ':) "-_It 

SL:lon concludes that the "most adeq .. ,:.ate 'Na,'l to convey the 

rationality of law may be to f3ay that such a will is 
1 ~ r") 

lawless, II·~ 1 ( '.:'his is certainly a conclusi on ,,'{hich few 

would care to accept and sL'1.cC i t follo'.v~3 from giving 

p:cim9.cy to the vrill, this primacy must be rejected as 

well. 

A:>'1.other misundGrstanding arises because of the failure 

to see natura.1 18.\'1 as part of the field of (:;thic~3 rather 

them the lef:~al sphere in the narrOl'ler ~>on.Eoe ..!'lled; it 
···~·--·--Tn;.:·:·~:···.-·--~-~~~~··-~~ .~ ... --.--~ .... ~-~ ."-~.-.-'-.-.-'-.'-.... ---.~~- .. --~ ... -.-.. -.-~ .. --

0l"l0L1, g. ",,0. 
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belongs properly to the for~er should be evident from 

the discussion that h2.s preceded thus £'R1' ,~\he Cluestion 

arisef:1 as to wlH:ther the stcHlclarcl by which to judge and 

criticize positive law need be outside of the systen of 

posi ti ve law i tse.l:f, One may ar;:.:~ue that one law, for 

example, a law which has proven its usefulness through 

time, may be used to criticize or judge a new .law being 

considered for addition to the system. 3ut natural law 

is a prescription concerninG: all laws in the !)O[3itive 

system based on some ethical principle such as that man 

ought to realize his essential being. '211is is not just 

another positive law concernine some sort of specific 

conduct. l";everthel(~ss, it need not be cO~1sidered as 

I alon~;side I of or I above I positive lav.,r (once again this 

renains at the level of le~j;ality) but rc-J.ther as S01ne-

thing at the heart of all proper positive laws con-

cerning their possibility and obljgatoriness. 

It is in this ~1ense of giving bindine; power to 

positive enac~nents that the natural law may be seen 

as antecedent to the former. As Sirnon points out, fJ c ..0 
L!. 

there is no idea of an antecedent law, the reason why 

positive laVi ought to be o-bayed if:: entirely contained 

in the concitr~1.ints possessod by cj_vi.l society. Law 

bee01'1es a hypothetic systera f e. g" If I don It Vl2mt to 

be punished, then I had better do X. ,,11'5 J~aw once 

... ·-~~--~,...--~~~-1= ... f:~~.~~:-'--",_,"",,---_···L .-.... ~--~~ ........ ~~= .. ~ .. -....... -.... - -." .Q~ 4 ..... _ ~- ..... -."- .• -=~-. .. ---....... '- -""--=~ - ---- .... ~.=-------.... ~-. -.-.-- -~..,.- -=-~ ",--~--.. --

- . :.;) Lllon
l 
p.l.! .• ), 



2lL~;:L1..n must be conceived of I'm the commands of the sovereign 

authority and obedience beCOT'l.eS a matter of physical 

constraint. Jut, QS was noted in the introduction of 

thh1 study, it ,p.akes sense to question the justness of 

lent to positive law; that is, that there is justice 

prior to positive law and that some thines arc just 

by nature. ~:'hese are the content of natu.ral law and the 

meaSllre for :posi tive 1av., which gains its bindin~ power 

through its a~reement with the former. 

In conjunction with the above problem arises the 

false n.otio:n. t!'lat t~le natural law is to 'be seen as above 

trw positive Jaw and thE!. tall poel tivo enactnonts which 

violate j.ts pr.C)r;eptc are invalid. Once aGain, we can 

imagine a law ~lich we naturally feel is unj~st and 

possibly so abhorrent thet we Bust disobey it. In a sense 

it is true that the natural laws as a guide for positive 

law f dictates the validity of the lattor. :··ievertheless 9 

fmv natura,l-l?y; theorists ~1ee the l1at1...p .... ':l..1 law as dictating 

disoh~diencG except i~ extr8~e cases. 2athe~9 the ~atural 
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v'that the 1av,' oU;8;ht; to be must strive through dh~cussion 

and reasonin~ with his fellows to chanze the laws, while 

still obeyin~ the less adequate ones. 

On9 further misunderstanding arises concerning what 

is Llf,ant by 'lmiversal t. In the appoc1.l to human nature f 

natural-law theorists attempt-to discover the one in the 

many i that is, the co;mnon element. or elements amongE1t 

the variety of individuals in the worJ.d - they search 

for ·(flan· s essence. A~':.~8.in the search for the natlJ.ral 1 a';" 

is an attempt to find the one in the many - those noral 

dictates which a~ply to all men everywhere as distin~uished 

f~or.1 those lavlS peculiar to one society or group. 

Legal positivists Generally regard any alleeedly 

universal 2.ttribute of Yiian as one which is not empiri~ 

cally determinable. i-~.elsen states I in this connection, 

the judgement that a definite hu~an be
havi GU.I' OJ::' a soci8.1 ins·c:J. tution if; 
I natll.ral' IIleans in tru.t11 only thel"\:; the 
behaviour or the social insti tm;3.Y:1 is 
in COn.fOI'r.1:i.ty i\:ith a pref>u)posed ~·:();~·'n 
based on a su.b j ec·ci ve value jud:~~Em18j1t 
of a pfi.rticular \vriter. 1:1.9 
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J7urther, in a SeriefJ of oooks betwl,;;:en ~~to ax:td 1.950 I Levy-· 

Blc~uhl 120 attem})ted to prove tIlat no com:nO:l character-,· 

istic[-3 exist amon:~r, Eleil. (except possibly a tendency 

to cook theil" food). Overall, the attempt me-t wi-eh 

little support and 7 as mentioned earlier, our application 

of the term Iborderline' suggests that we have a fairly 

good idea of what it means to be human (thOl.)J~:h we may 

have difficulty eXJ)licattng it as yet) f 

3y' uni versal' we mean sorne factor co:mo.on to all 

men distinguishing them froIll 0 ther enti ti es. ,/ e need not 

be thinking of a ~latonic archetype. (~his notion has 

caused problem.s in modern t-j:n18[i for the natural law 

because of the prevalence of relativism.) As used 

by logicians, the term is anbi;::,;uoU8 for it may mefl.D 

a genus or a set. In this case we cannot mean the latter. 

1I0nly in the former can sman' be predicated of Socrates 

for a set cannot b(~ predicated of any of its parts. ;r121 

As was seen in Chapter Pour f Some modern natural-law 

theorir-3ts use the terJ1 'l)niversal l b1..l_t not in the sense 

of a static attribute. :his gives rise to the problems 

mentioned in that chapter. Leclercq appears to have a 

more suitable answer - it is our knowledge of the 

attribute which may vary; not the attribut~ itself. 



rhe universal moral law a~ain need not be a Platonic 

archetype but rather a law common to all peoples or 

one which ou~ht to be corrrnon in light of the 

attributes universal among men. As ,,~ead has concluded 

from her anthropological researches, there is a "certain 

number of cultural constancies which a}Jpe(n~ to be 

dependent on species-specific characteristics and are 

probably the reason for the survival of the species. ,,122 

She further suggests that the maintaining of these is 

socio-ell1 tural rather than instinctive, sl.lggesting that 

it is a matter of choice rather than blind necessity. 

Her proof for this is that these various principles~ 

such as the taboo against incest, break dOVIn during 

periods of cultural collapse. 123 

.Jut, as P.Ekka points out, this does not prove 

that moral obli~ation is a matter of societal dictates. 

It simply "shows that men best develop their moral seDse 

and hal:)i t in society." 124 If it were otherwise, the 

universality would be nothing but a matter of coin·-

cidence. 3kka concludes, considering the constancy of 

Guch principle8~ that one "could consider every precept 
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of the traditionally held natural law as the most 

huma.l1 precept possi bIe in an ideal situation or rather 

as the ideal in regard to which actual. achievements remain 

open, even when that ideal is not clearly formulated,,, 125 

On this view, the~, the universality of the natural law 

is derived f:com those characteristics of men which are 

universal;~hat is, which go to define the essence of man, 

Nevertheless, even though the characteristics which 

are universal in man may sQ~gest certain actions which 

would help matntain or, on a teleological view, fulfill 

this essence 9 one may still qyer.;tion the lnoral obliga-

toriness attached to such rules of conduct. ?his problem 

brings up the whole question of the relation of facts 

ail.d. values - the major stumbling block tor natural.~law 

',:hes8 three areas of jnisunderstanding ~ concerning 

the definition or meaning of nature, law and human 

nature or universality - have been problenatic for 

both proponents of a natural-law theory and those at-

tempting to defeat it. '::'his study has attempted, in 

the divisions used in :t'aJ:,t One, to distinguish -the 

uses of such terms; for 8x8Jnple I the use of I nature I by 

the Greeks. One must further pay close attention to 

\vh]' c"h aD')"~oach if ;:)n',' +'ne C~l' ·tl· C ]' S' ::l C:t'l';'}] V 'l-'-t· Cl~l' DO-l. _, c" Jl. , ___ c_ v! u ,.1. ,.. C. '.<c.<-·-'v a.t.. d. ,.' •. b' 



Pori as mentioned navaral times, it is often the case 

that proponents and critics are arsuing at cross-

purposes or that it is wrongly concluded tha~ nitural

law theories i~ general have been defeated by a 

particular attack. 



CHAPT}<:R SEVE!'; PACTS AND VALUEE 

In general, natural law philosophy asserts that; 

there is in fact an objective moral order within 
the range of human intelligence t to H'hich human 
societies are bound in conscience to conforn J 

and upon which the peace and happiness of per
s6nal~v- cnational and international life depend .126 

Because of the importance and pervasiveness of this moral 

order ~ to which all men ought to confoTlli p the natural lavi' 
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theory goes on to assert that law is a part of ethics giving 

a definite normative expression tc? moral or ethical principles. 

Furthermore t thece prinCiples are related to law in general 

as i ts foul1(~atlon. 'rhe natural law claims to be the point of 

intersection between law' and morali ty -. the model or standard 

on whi ch all laws d spend and from whi c11 th(~y d ari VB their 

obligatory character. 

At the end of the Ei,r;;hteenth century and the beginning 

of. the Nineteenth Century, there was an attempt to make law 

and morals identical. In~tead of distinguishing what ~ught to 
r • , 

be from \vhat iF', the former baln!=!; an ideal to strive for in 

----1 :?i?:;-----. ~-.---~---.-.---.~-~--.~~,--~.----~,-.. ,-------~--
,j?> " 

d fErl1':;reves~p~125. 
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actualltY9 juri2ts began to c01'1s1dor what is "an authentic 

'pronouncement on natural laN o 11127 The next step was a breall: 

with ethics altog-ether. The analytical jurists or pos~.tlvists 

began to analyse the material from legal experience and form-

ulata a pure science of law which would be wholly self-sufficient. 

They allowed only a few exceptional cases where contact with 

morals was allowed; e.g n , cases where ill=defined legal precepts 

made genuine interpretation nece8sary - here moral aspects of 

the CB.se could pOFsi bly be brought to bear. 

The analytical jurists opposed any moralization of the 

IaN which they felt contradicted the evidence of legal 

experience. The natural law wa.s seen a8 the outcome of the 

old li11 staken "conviction that the purpose of the law \qas to 

make men not onl:t obedient but also vtrtuous",,12!?> The 

analytlcal jUTJ.sts clearly dema.rcated the f'pheres according 

to subject mBtter~and application. The sphere of morality is 

concerned with thB thoughts and feelings motivating men. In 

the attempt to correct indiv1dual characters, thetr principles 

have to be applied relative to the circumstances and the 

person involved. The law t on the other hand v 1s concerned with 

'external morallty l or the acts themselves and attempts to 

--~7---------·'-·~-· .--~-----~-.----.~-.----~----. 

R(. Pound i ~~.D.2..J19_!:.Hls.p pv 33 
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pecure peace in' inter~.personal, national and lnterna tional 

relations. Legal rules must be of ~eneral and absolute 

application le8ving "nothing in doubt with respect to the 

la,wfulnes8 or unlawfulness of a course of conduc,t. ,,129 

11.7 

But the analytical ju~lst carried the separation too fare 

It 1s true that acceptance of or agreemant with a certain 

mOTal principle does not imply that it should be immediately 

formulated as a legal rule. l'-~evertheles8, these principles 

pla.y' an importent role in deci sion-makinp; and are directly in;;;. 

vol vad in many a,reas l'l'hi oh fall 'Ni thin the ambl t of legal pre= 

cepts. For example g the preservation of human life may be seen 

as a natural law and as involved at the positive-law level 

with such things RS speed limits and other driving regulations. 

The separe.tiot1 of la'V~ and moral s was 13.1 so supported by 

moraliflts who opposed any Bort of legal yaluation in the 

ethica.l sphere 6 The tots,1 legalizatlon of morals was an attempt 

to give to morality such a code-llkeprecision that "in passing 

judgement on the moral qua.li ty of action 11e simply I)rOnonnce 

upon the conformity of that action to a legal pattern. ,,130 From 

this one goes on to the identification of a mora1 principle with 

a legal rule the nonconformi ty to Nhioh 1s subject to legal 

sanetlona 

-~I 29'~~-~'~'----'---'---"-'~'--~'--.~,,-

R. Pound ~ L~l'L.l~sL...l1QrL~l§.r po 70 
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But morality cannot be subjected ~ornpletely to 

codificationo Fthics embraces the total activity of man in 

all his uniqueness as an individual personality. Law or 

codes arB unable to penetrate so deeplY0 Because of their 

universal application they can attend only to those aspects 

whj ch B.re COlllIT10n to all men. Furthermore, the next step in~ 

vol ving E.'anctiol1s 81'1.0 coerci VB measureS to ensure obedience t 

strips moral decisions of their ~moral' nature for all 1n

tentE' and purposes. for it is not possible to distinguish 

whether an act was done because in his conscience the agent 

Itnm'ii' it Nas right or because the agent wanted to avoid 

pun:!. shment & There i E' a difference behveen a lai'1=ab1d 1ng 

J L'.j 

c1 tizen and a virtuous man of principleo There 5.8 alE'O a cer

tain spIl0re of moral! ty where legal constraints are totally:r 

inappropriate Q It 1s hard to imagine a meaningful law with 

attendant pEn1altles that people should be benevolent~ modest 

or merej.ful~ Here the deciE'ion is more appropriately left to 

the g;ooa judgement of the individual (although the threat of 

puni shroent mayr be used wi thin the insti tut:ton of morali ty 

durtng the period of moral training). 

St111~ although the two spheres can, to B certain extent p 

be dptl19.rcated (e"ge t la:vr as E!oci a\'p external and enforceable 

by coercion; morals as individual, internal and a matter of 

voluntary duty), no clear cut distinction can be maintained. 

Natural law theorists can be credited with insisting upon the 

0102e aS8ociation of the two spheres while still noting the 

d:l.fferE:~nces ~ I\~oI'ali ty i p not t just t a matter for the 
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lndi vidual ~ and the narrow vieH of la~'l as purely social is 

unacceptable. CoerciVe sanctions cannot be reasonably main~ 

tained as the sole reason or cause of obedience to the law if 

men Bre to be seen as more than a herd of animals and more 

than what is propos8d on the behaviorist8~ account mentioned 

earlier G The fact that we do question the justness of our laws 

E'ugrsef'ts we are doing more than responding to E'tlmuli. Our 

values playa major role in this que~tloning. 

It is most strl1tingly in the area of obedience or obligat~ton 

to obedience that the intersection of law and morals comes 

into play. As was discussed eerlier p law, to be maintained 

and respected, in a mature legal system must have a firmer 

foundation than being merely the command of the lalV'-gl vel' 

which is obeyed for the sole motive to avoid punishment • 
.... 

DO Entreves notes the importance of natural IaN h'i thi smatter 

in the following passage: 

any analysiS of the relationship between 181'1 
and morals must lead to the recognition that 
there ts a difference between legal and moral 
obllgation 9 a dj.fference that does not nece8S~ 
ar11y Hntail sepa:ratioD" There must be a name 
for the relationships between the two~ for the 
principle that spans the chasm that div~des 
them , thus bringing 18.1'1 and morals into har
mony eoo this iF onc of the essential meanings 
in 'Nhich the terll.l 'natural la.w~ ha::,~ been used 
throu~~h tht1 ages. It is a convenient namo for 
indicating the ground of obligation of law~ 
which alone can ensure that the law itself is 
obeyed not onl;v pr91?!~r lr~, but P'::'~Q.E!sr,_..£orl~ 
scientianG And it i 8 a no less conv";f\i(!(\';' n,"'3.me 
fOr'~indicating the lim:tts of the oblio;atorineE;s 
of the law v the crucial point: on it depen.ds 
whether the injunction of the law is mOTe than 
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The dictates of the natural law are aots that are 

~ood in themselves and therefore ought to be pursued 

even thou~h no positive law lays this down explicitly. 

Posl ti VB laws ,-{hieh follow from or are 1.n agreement wi th 

these diotates gain their obl:tgatory oharacter from such 

agreement and not from the coercive measures attendant 

upon di~obedienceG 

Although it 1s generally agreed that morality and 

1ai'1 do intersect to E'ome Significant degree, the challenge 

to natural law has by no means been pufficiently ans'ltJered. 

"-In the opening quotation by dO Entreves. he noted that 

natural law theorists asserted the ·existence of an object-

iva moral order. 'T'het iS t these moral dictates are not a 

matter of subjective preference as to what iE' right or 

Wl"ong 9 nor. even a. matter of rational arglUnent a.s to what 

ought to be the case in view of the circuIllstances at handQ 

Ha~her~ it i8 understood that these va.lu.es exist (in some 

sense of the ~'Vord which needs elaboration) and that they 

are Gfound' in reality, not formulated 0 Thus passage 1s 

made from the indicative to the imperative mood e 

~--:r31 .... ~--~-~--. --.-----
d e Entr-~vef' ~ II A Be-interpretation of Natural L111'1)' 

Ethi c 8" f ~!~t"!l1::~L1.8i4j F_~£.lll~ 1., 1956 \) p. 27 
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Hume iF one of the more noted opponents of the passage from 

factp to valuep. He states: 

I cannot forbear adding to these reasonings an 
observation, which may, perhaps, be found of 
80me importance. In every system of morality 
which I have hitherto met with, I have always 
remarked, that the author proceeds for some time 
in the ordinary way of reasoning, and estab
lishes the being of a God, or makes observations 
concerning human affairs: when of a sudden I am 
surprised to find that instead of the usual 
copulations of positions, 'is', and 'is not'. I 
meet with no proposition that is not connected 
with an 'ought', or an 'ought not'. This change 
is imperceptible; but it is, however, of last 
consequence. For as this 'ought', or 'ought not' 
expresses some new relation or affirmation, it 
is necessary that it should be observed and 
explained, and at the same time that a reason 
should be given, for what seems altogether 
inconceivable, how this new relation can be a 
deduction from others which are entirely different 
from it. 132 

For Hume there is a difference in kind between statements of 

what is end what ought to be and it i8 impossible to derive 

conclusions about the latter from what is the CBse. 

1. 21 

In close agreement with Hume is the pOSition of the legal 

positivists. A sharp is/ought dichotomy is maintained in order 

to purify the law of what Kelsen calls ·wish-law'. But this 

divorce from any definite ethical goal results, at best, in a 

sterile law against which there can be no arguments for change 

by those who feel that the law is unjust and ought to be 

invalidated. 

To establish any sort of change or give meaning to a change 

--rJ2-~-

Hume,D. Treatise of Human Nature, E.C.Mossner, ed., 
(Harmonasworth: Penguin Bool{s;19b9T:-Bk.III, Pt.l, as.te 



in law or in any other 8phere, reference must be made to ~ome 

cOD8tant. "Any idHa.l to govern facts of conduct must be more 

slmple~ uniform and constant than the existential factf' triem-

122 

eelvBE'" 11133 Neverthele8s, Cohen, who has been char'actEH'ized as 

a ~relBtive idealipt't maintains that the ideals or standard8 

cannot be in an altogether separate realm9 Rather p they arB 

universals or abstract predicate8 of the existential facts and 

therefore clot,:ely related to them Q 

But the natural-lavI theori sta do not want to maintain 

that the moral values are no IDore than repeatable abE'tract 

qualitie8., Tht~y Bx18t in a mOTe fundamental sense e Lon Fuller 

states that a strict is/ought dichotomy needs modifications 

when applied to purposive behavlor ~lherein liee the essential 

meaning of' a legal 1'u1e. He 8tates that "when vie accept the 

full (;('insequences that fIoH from a view w'hich treats human 

action BF goal-directed, the relation between fact and value 

assumes an a2pect entirely different from that implied in the 

alleged v tr'l'l.l Fro' that from Nhat 'i s' nothing l'ihatevsr folloNs as 
1 .... u 

to f:Jhat 'ought
q 

to be., 11-)' It j.s in this si tnation tha.t fact and 

value merge 6 frh(~ fact 1nvol-v80 i f:1 not a static da.tum but i. s a. 

--~. 133--~~-' ~w ___ , ______ · ~~- -".~----.~--~~ ~ .. ---,---.~~-

Cohe\'1~ H.B. in Ej'o~m! B.F. (ed.), The 1'Jatural Law
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reaching toward Fome definite objective. This tfact v can only 

be.understood, therefore, in terms of th~t reaching, and 1s 

at once a fact and a standard for judging facts$ 

1 :.:) 

Man's nature 1s composed of a. complex set of interrelated 

B.nd interacting purposeE'. Natural lat·" as was noted earliero 

looks to man's nature (though it need not be the ultimate 

appeal) for a standard by which to pass ethical jUdgements" On 

1i'uller~s view v it is from a study of human purposes that we get 

our moral dictates~ He critizes Kelsen and other legal positivists 

for trying to deal wj th E'uch purposi VB arrangements as if they 

had no objectivee 

Fuller introduces the example of a boy trying to open a 

clams He states that "if I can pred:tct that the boy's attempt 

to open it by pressing it between his hands will soon be given 

UPt it is bedause I know that this is not a 'goode way to open 

clams; ,judged in the light of the boy v s purpose, 1 t lacks 

. 'value' ~,,135 Valus.tion depends on the purpose (or a complexity 

of purpo8e) of the action o That I can understand the final in~ 

tention of the action though possibly only perceiving that 

link in the chain being pursued at that moment p is explained in 

termB "of our shared hUman nature, a nature that 11' .. both of us 

--=- 135~--~ --,----------~-----~--. --=-
Fuller~ pe 698 g 



is at all times incomplete and 1n the process of development.,,136 

In 1i~ht of the boy's purpose (opening the clam), his 

action (pressing it between his hand~ is not good, aT, in 

otherword S pit lac\{S value c One may then malte the' statemen t ; 

'The boy I ough.t' to use a l{ni fe t instead of pressing the clam 

between his hands t to open itQ v But this certainly is a funct-

ional or efflcj.ency sense of the word °ought t devoid of any 

moral sj.gnifio8tion. In other words, if the boy wants to open 

the olam u he is more likely to be successful by usl.ng a lmifco 

To see if a moral ought may, in fact~ be derived from our 

purposes~ another example is needed. Suppose the boy 1s walking 

along the beach in ~!e8rch for clams and he comes upon an ant= 

hill~ The boy subpequently changes,his path and does not 

trample the hill .. On Puller's viewe to understand the action 

we have to know the boy's purpose. This is discovered to be the 

fact thRt the boy believes that insects ought not to be killed e 

Although thtf:' appears to involve the moral sense of ought it~ 

in fact~ tells us simply what the boy believes (the fact) and 

nothing about what ought to be the oase e A further valua.tion of 

the boy's ought-statement is needed and this is not provided 

for in Fuller'S account. 

stone sug~estp that the merger of facts and values on 

--13b-'=~-'---~--'= '-
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Fuller's view: 

can only yield functions and transmutationc- of 
actual hUmnn prupopep p as ends and means clarify 
themselves in the unfolding process of reciprocal 
tepting. '1'hes8 are part of the facts of social 
Ii fa ~1hi ch bear upon the la1'7 p end the study of 
them and their interactions if' strictly not a 
normative or evaluating activity but rather part 
of the sociological inquiries concerning the re
lations of 1avI and society.13? 

That Fuller attempte euch a merger suggests an implicit 

connni ttment to natural law·. But what resu1 toS is more cons1 f'tent 

with his explicit denial of ultimate ends and external immutable 

higher law axioms and their replacement by teunomics' = the 

f'earch for good order and workable arrangementEo This descript-

iva socio-pf'ychological approach must be clearly di E'tingui shed 

from the natural 18.w theory of immanent moral valuese Stone 

conoludes that it 1st 

a non sequituro if not a contradictiol1 p to deny 
that eunomies can Eay anythin~ decisive about 
ultimate ends and then alFo to assert that mentE; 
efforts to explain and justify their decision's. 
1"1).11 generally pull those d ecl E'lons toward s 
goodnes2 by iAihatever standards of ultimate good
ness there are and that the common la~'l must work 
ltEelf pure from case to case towards 8 more per
fect realization of equity rather than inequity,,138 

F'ulle:r~s approach has proven to be a. poor reply to Humete 

~I~-~~~-------------------'-~--'=~=-~---
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John Wild's vie,\>l differs from Fuller's, although the latter 

f~ugF?;ests that they are similar ~ By natural lai>l, -'tlild und erstand s 

"a universal pattern of action, applicable to all TIlen everY\'lhere p 

required by human nature itself for its completion~,,139 It is the 

notion of completion~ from \t/ild e s teleological vielq-point p that 

gives rise to the merger of facts and values. "Finite existence 

is charact~rized by tendencies towardE' fulfillment and complet:lon 

00" The realization of theE~e tendencies is all1fays good, their 

fruF.:tration evil.,,14-0 'These tendenciee, when rationally understood 

and not twisted or distorted by appetite 9 constitute the moral 

law (though it should be noted that it 1 s those actions 1'1h1 ch 

are universally required for the llving of human life that form 

the standard of natural lawa Incidental acts are considered good 

only if they promote the realization of these essential needs.) 

'rhus the norms guiding human - conduct have their basi s in facts r 

the good for, or what ought to be done by~ any entity depends on 

the nature of that entity; that is, the tendencies to be realized o 

What is the existential status of values and norms? The 

assertion that they are II human constructions conflicts with the 

concrete evidence of such experiences as obligations, justification 

and guilt which clearly indieate that values and norms have a 

---rw-------~-.-=-.---------
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real foundation independent of human interest or decree.,,1.41 

In contrast to this, Hild propounds a trealistic G thesis l'Jhtch 

has five ba8is doctrines characteristic of it: 

1) The world is an order of divergent tendencies which 
on the whole support one another. 

2) Each ind:lvidual entity is marl~ed by an essential 
structure -vrhich it shares in common wi th other members 
of the E'pecie 8 6 

3) Thif: structure determines certa:ln basic existential 
tendencies that are also common to the species. 

4) If these tendencies are to be realized without d18-
torti on and frustra ti on g they must fol101'1f a general 
dynamic pattern .. 'rhls patteu11S "That is meant by natural 
1 El.1v& It j.s grounded on real structure and 1s enforced by 
inexorable natural sanct:lonf'g 

5) Good and evil are existential categories. It :ls good 
for an entity to exist in a condition of 8.ctive real
iZ9t:l.on. If its basic tendencieF' are hamnered and fruc~ 
trated p it existF in an evil condition. 142 

127 

According to laId, these five ontological principles t w'hen applied 

to man, entail three moral doctrines ~~hlch he 8ays are charac-

teristic of the realistic thesis he is propounding: (1) the moral 

law is founded on the specific nature of man and his ef'sential 

tendencies; (2) human nature is incomplete or tendential; Actions 

to ensure fulfillment must. be governed by rules of universal 

application - virtues; (3) human good is the existential fulfill-

ment of the human individual in the areas of both common and 

141 
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J 1~'3 peculiar characterLc::tics e ' Thisp in briBf outline, is Hildos 

e dynami c 0 natural-law theory. 

Wildos view seems 8atisfactory if we understand value as 

'groundedO on the fact of an actual tendency, common hi man, 

t01,mrd s reali zati on, together wi th a common recogni tion of thi s 

tendencYe But hi2 further statement that value and disvalue are 

"empj,rical facts",144 requires further clarific8tion o 

Wild states that existence requires completion and that any 

action promoting this completion is goodo But, as Kelsen points 

out f "the statement that if something is completed it is good~ 

if it is not completed, it is evil, is tautological for in the 

concept of 'completion' the value of good and in that of 

iprivation~ the cHsvalue of evil is'already irnplied."145.As 

Kelsen goes on to point out, entities may be seen as tending to-

ward both life s,nd c1eathe Thus the norm that life ought to be 

pref;crved and promoted cannot· be EBen as a f..g.£! in reali ty but a 

pressupposition of W11dos natural law theory. Kelsen concludes 

thD"t the: 

judgement that a living entity is in a sound 
state may, indeed, refer to a mere fact, the 
fact that the vital fUnctions of this entity 
are not impedeo@ If this judgement implies the 
ldea that the sound or heal thy state i f:l good, 

~' ~---rll,:r-'~~--'~~--
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it assumes the character of a value judgemento 
and puch value judgemfmt 1s possible only if 
the judging f'ubject preEupposef' a no;:m requiring 
that this sound ~tate ought to be. 140 

In other words, value, for the positivist, arises from a Eentient 

being performing a value-endowing act. 

Nevertheless, Ke18en D s oppopition may be seen to presuppose 

thip positivistic vie'¥l of value - a view which the natural 1 a"\,1 

theoristE! need not accept. \\That reason 'discovers' to be involved 

in the. nature of man is what they mean by va.lue~ FUTthermore~ that 

this rests upon a conclusion of the speculative intellect is not 

necef:'sar~t1y fatal to the view, for most posl tions on ultimate 

matters rest either explicitly or implicltlY'-on Borne metaphysic e 

For ~~ild, tinature t embraces GOX hypothesi v both its actual concH tion 

.,.... .... 
and what it requi:res for self-fulfillment. As d 0 ~ntrevel:: concludeF g 

"even if ultim.ate values depend on belief f this does not exclude 
. 147 

their being rationally argued o " 

Accordtng to natural law theory ~ the natural lai>J's are thought 

to be logically dependent upon the vwrld t s having certain general 

features~ For example p if cruelty 1s prohibited it is because of 

such features of men as the fact that they can and do suffers Thus 

we may SB.y that the prinCiple GCl'uelty is wrongO 1s true$ But it 

~1l+6-~--~-~-~ 
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must be pointed out that the principle is not 'necessarily' true o 

The implications of the abo,,~. statement may differ in various cir-

cumstances and, as Rommen points out, the natural law does not give 

us a precise code to followe 148 

Neverthelef:s a belief in nature.l law is a belief in value 

cogn1 t:1. vi sm and further intense study can enable us to know ,qhat 

ought to be done in particular concrete situations: 

w'e come to Imol'1 the social good, the values, the 
laws, and the norIDS clearly and precisely by or
ganizing our experiences, completing our analyses, 
interrelating our reflections, and systematizing 
our f~peculation8 ~ in the attempt to lmoN "That it 
is we alvls-Y8 are and alvmys need. ,Fe VI of us pe1"
sl st tn the effort to ach:i. eve such lmollledge t but 
all of us adventure enough in that direction to 
make it possible to Bay that natural law. its con
ditions, and its demands are known to some degree 
by almost a11 .. 14·9 

In the area. of legal rules even the positivists are bound to leave 

80me room for values though usually not explicitly. This is espec

ially so in the area of judicial discretion ~>lhere the rules do not 

cover the f'ituation yet the judge is able to exerclze that d18-

cre'tion. Somehow' 'V'alues are embedded in the law or at least used to 

critically judge it and this cannot be explained by simply elim-

inattng values from one 9 s legal theoryp such as HartG s qual:tfied 

po 81 tl vi f'Y!lo 
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Clos8ly associated with this problem of the relationship 

between facts and values is the issue of obli'gation .. Although 

mentioned throughout this Chapter, further elucidation of the 

arguments, though in summary form, w1ll help to tie in the loose ends 

which may remain concerning the natural law connection of 'is' and 

Vought t • 

Even if it is accepted that norms regulating hUman behavior can 

be deduced from nature, the question E'till arises as to 11hy men ought 

to obey these nornlS o As was noted earlier, Kelsen states that the 

natural law provides no answer 'jt>li thout making implic1 t presupposi t-

tonso The presupposition that men ought to obey the commands of 

nature "cannot be accepted by a theory of positive IaN' for the 

reason that it is impossible to deduce from nature norms regulating 

human behavior because norms are the expression of a will ana 

nature has no i'1i1lo"150 From this position, it is also impossible 

,to deduce the validity and ob1igatoriness of the positive law -

Kelsen~s main concern c 

The position of the positivists with respect to the oblj.gatory 

nature of the '1mA)' can only be the following; 

the norm that we ought to obey the provisions 
of the h:\,storically first consti tut:l,on must be 
presupposed as a hypothesis of the coercivB order 

----r3O--'----'--~-~ 
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establi shed on i tE' basi sana. actua.lly obeyed 
and applied by those whose behavior it regulates 
is to be considered as a valid order binding 
upon these individuals if the relations among 
these individuals are to be interpreted as 
legal duties, legal rights and legal respons
ibilities~ and not mere power relations; and if 
it shall be possible to distinguish betvmen 't.qhat 
is legally right and wrong and eFpecially qetlV'een 
legitimate and illegitimate use of force&151 

But Kelsen's view" results in the fol1otoJlng circularity: the 

132 

obltgatoriness of th(~ law dependf:" on the existence of the basic 

norm and the norm i tsel! is expleJ.ned by the obligatoriness of 

the law. Further~ one wonders whether even the ePure Theory of 

Law' was unable to avoid the natural IaN demand for ultimate 

jnstlficat5..on. The anS11e1' appear£' to be no in light of l{e1sen's 

proposal of a bapic norm. 

As was noted earlier in this study, with the denial of any 

antecedent law, the only reason remaining for obedience to the 

positive law must lie in the constraints imposed by the society 

whatever the reason for their imposi tion and the punishment oon--

sequent upon diEobedience a Further, the confession that it makeE' 

sense to ask whether a law imposed by the civil authority is just 

or unjust, impliep that there is some Etandard of jUFtice 1nde-

pendent of human enactment 0 Natural law proposes that there are 

Eom6 things fir:lght by nature u, that is r right in virtue of what 

things are. 'l'he knowledge we have of the nature of things and ~ 

--r5r--~'---" 
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8ubsequently~ what is Tight by nature t is progreseive and the:re~ 

fore our disagreements at this ttme concerning what is naturally /' 

right, in no way repudiatcf' the above claim - an argument often 

put forth by natural law critlcs. 

Other critics suggef't that thif:' search for what if~ just by 

nature is a product of manos psychological need for security. 

The appeal continues because in natural law we find: 

affirmatlon that freedom and moral choice are not 
incompat .... able 1'lith the existence of objective 
value2. in man and society, that human existence 
is meaningful t that hu...rnan beings possess equal 
dignity and rightFp and that polit:tcal and legal 
forms are mOTe tha11 the product of arbir~l~y will 
and should be justified in human termss .J .. 

Al though man is as yet llnsuccess.ful in proving the truth or 

falsity of the above statements it is beliefs and values such 

as these that ha:v'8 given man the def'ire to continue the search 

for such proof and, for the most part~ balk at the thought of 

meaninglesF robot-like extstencea Further r "manns recurring 

attempt to iso18te and define the baFic ordering principles 

1'Jhich govern the moral and physical unt verse teE-tifles to a 

deeply felt psychologica.l need to belteve that such an under= 

lying order extstss"153 

K. Jamieson goef: on to point out that the natul"s.l law -

153 
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neither self-evident nor empirically demonstrable - functions 

as a rhetorical device - "a first premise, assumed to be true, 

and is seen as the warrant for the conclusion advanced by the 
15}.j, 

rhetore" But Jamteson plays on the disagreements among theorists 

to prove her point that the natural law· is no more than a 

rhetorical warranto As was mentioned earlier, if one accepts the 

view that knowledge i.n this area is progressing, her argument 

does not carry the weight she attributes to it~ It is odd that 

in other sciences there is not this expectation of immediate and 

co~plete knowledge o It may be that the natural law under consid= 

eration is ~till tainted by the ~eventeenth Century and Eight-

eenth CEmtury view that .the natural trights~ of man may be 

clearly intui ted immediately. A mOTe reaE.'onable .9_pproach~ which 

has not "been defeated by these arguments, is the modest claims 

of such men as Rommen and Leclercq, mentioned earlier p who are 

leading the natural revival of today. Leclercq sees the natural 

lawE' at:' having a var:table content in the sense that9 a8 rules of 

Rocial healthp they vary as our knowledge becomes more complete 

and refineo a 

For these natural-law theori sts, i'lhat the law ought to be 

comee to be lmmill by us thr()ugh thl.s knowledge e They are not 

makingp af" j.s often argued, an impossible leap· from V-lhat is to 

'VJhat ought to be p but attempting to go behind i'lhat 1 s to find 

154 
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not only the basi 8 of '\1/hat is but 8.1100 tJ;1e basi s of change. The 

simplest justification for this search is the fact that we can 

sayp in the legal f'phere~ that 'what is' is wrong or unjust, 

that we allow an areaof judicial discretion even in civil law 

countrles which is not governed by the rules set down by man in 

positive enactments and that we Bee that it is in thiF area of 

'hard cases' that we find the greatest progress towards a mature 

legal Fystem. It is in this area that the positivists have yet 

to eliminate values or defeat the belief in natural law and one 

reason for the revival of natural law theories 18 the aridity and 

stagnation that have been shm·m to re8ul t from complete adherence 

to their vieW8& 
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l\'iany theories have been mentioned throughout this 

study for the purpose of highlighting the subtle 

differences aT!10ng views all going by the same name -

n8:'curI'U~law theories. }<'urther, I have attempted to 

show what exactly it was that oFPonents were criti

cizing. Finally, T h:ave claimed that some answers to 

the problems facing natural-la~ theories in general, for 

example, the re18.tion of 'is! and 'ought;, are better 

and IJrove more profitable than others. 

fhe purpose of these concluding remarks is to 

classify this myriad of views into iwo broad approaches 

vlhich shall be called I intui tionist' and 'naturalistic i. 

;1.'hi8 will be elaborated here, although the major merits 

and defects have been pointed out in the body of this 

study. '"'he view which appears to be '1:l0St 8.dvantaeeous to 

bring about a revival of natural law will be suggested 

along with modificcttions to mak.e it acceptable in 

light of conteiH})Orary thinkLlg. 

Like Job in j~.b.lical ti-:-rlcS i man in the ;;:\ventieth 

C~ntury has come to realize that 2 relativistic stance 

in the poli t:'u~81 Clilcl '.loral. 3}lhere will not suffice. 

1.36 
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Not only is there a psychological feeling of social and 

moral malaise, but also t theorists have pointed out the 

problems of relativism and the inability of this stance 

to resolve conflicts between view,s. There must be some 

stable and objective values by which to judge, argue 

and criticize the positions taken by various individuals 

and nations. Although technology, especially in the 

communications media, has reduced the siz.e of the 

world? one feels that we are growing rapidly apart. 

~L'here is a need for some sort of bedrock }Jrinciples or 

values which can form the moral glue to bring us back 

together. 

As Carnes points out: 

v{hen the chips are down, when we have come to 
an issue ,;vhich lies at the very foundation 
of the civil order, we are driven to search 
for a justification of our beliefs and 
actions which lies deeper than· mere pre
ference or inclination and which is not 
accountable for in a relativistic, sub-
jectivistic, positivistic framework. 155 

I-l"; is this justification which the natural law can pro-

vide and f once discovered and properly formulated by 

men, this law can go great lengths in reducing the general 

lack of under standing and harmony iIi. the modern world. 

"Che strength of natural law f th).:oughout the centuries, 

has been redlJ.ced because of less adequ.ate offshoots being 

--~~-~15?;J~~-. ~~~n~~~The-~-~:' '~'1~~ is--~-;Ja-:-~~~ Lav~:~·~ 
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identified with the theory as a whole. As was noted in the 

discussion of o}JPonents "to the natural law, most complaints 

were levied against the natural riehts theorists of the 

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries. It was suggested in 

that chapter that this waS a rather distinct form of 

natural law and not properly so called at all (or, at 

least not, for the most part, similar to the main stream 

of. natural-la"., theories). ~Nhat have been, in general, the 

two main avenues taken by 'natural-law' theorists? 

The following explicative remaL'}cs should be prefaced 

with the observation that although some theorists are 

more illustrative of one approach than another, it should 

be evident from what has been said of their views (parti~ 

cularly in Part One) that many USe both to formulate their 

theories of natural Ja\,;' .':·hus examples of one approach 

may have certain aspects which appear to sUPJ)ort the 

opposite view . 

. }ihe first approach ~ intuitionist - is basically an 

appeal to revelation to find the n2,'':;ural law I al thou[;h 

this may take a variety of forms; for example, moral 

conscience, 'rie;ht reason r I and self-evidence. In o"i:;her 

wordS, it is maintained that the natural-law rules or 

precepts s.re received by lImn via so:-n8 sort of immediate 

l'~sn]'r'~ior (l"n a loose serlse ()f u •. 1 .. __ a l,,_.. ,!. -- -- the term). In many cases, 

as is evidenced by the reference to moral conscience, 

theG8 rules are seen to be' of divine ori,::;in. An eX8.-~"flple 

of this would be the view [;iven by ;~~t. Augustine and 
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St. }'aul which stresses both I:lora1 conscience and right-

reason Giving the major importance to the forr!ler. 

Generally when this approach is take~t it is 

believed that a detailed set of precepts is conveyed 

to man ready to be applied in judging human 2.ctions and 

enactments. In other cases rules are iHnnediately deducible 

from a self-evident or divinely revealed first princ-

iple. Hobbes, although he straddles both approaches, 

i!1ay be seen as an exemplar of this deductive method . 

. From his first law of nature or I general rule of reason I .-

"that every man ought to endeavour peace, as far as he 

has hope of attaining it; and when he cann.ot obtain i·t, 

that he Play seek and use all he1)s and advantages of 

- he deduces eighteen others, all detailed and 

alJplicable to specific situations, ,~evertheless, a1 thou,gh 

he feels that they are easily deducible from this first 

premise, these s})ecific rules have been the subject of 

controversy for centuries. 

other theorists stressing religious inspiration have 

suggested that, although the set of rulos may be 'deduced', 

our reason may often fall into error (our faculties havi:o.g 

been weakened by sin), ~everthelesss the correct de-

ductions will be corroborated by the Holy Scriptures in 

'~--'---15--r;-;--- '~--'----~~.---'---~-'~-~-~"'-'--'~-~--"'~----'-~"-'~-.-
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which the same rules, as conceived by Revelation, have 

heen written down. 

As was seen in the discLl.seion of the Seventeenth and 

Eighteenth Century theorists, many adherents to the 

intuitionist approach be~an their studies by stripping 

man of societyf s trappin,€;s and :placing him in a 'state 

of nature I , Locke and Rousseau, two men discussed in this 

study, saw this state as idyllic. lhey arrived at this 

state by stripping man of those things they saw as 

:v:-u 

. contingent upon the formation of civil society. Once this 

state was reached, the natural laws could be easily 

discerned. For Locke it was a s~mple matter of consulting 

onets reasonr for Rousseau the laws were revealed in the 

instinctive needs of the human hes.rt (conscience) . 

.lhc Kantian study of the procondi tions of hur'lan 

moral actions may also be seen as belonginG to this 

approach. 1;[an has a certain sense of mo}.:'al duty or may 

even be seen as endowed with certain rules of conduct 

10. priori t
• In fact, Kant's whole study is carried out 

wi thout ref6:~en.ce to any eHlpirical study of man resulting 

in a vacuous and l)urely formal natural law, 

In all these 'int"lJ.i tionist I variati ons, there is 

no reference to man as he is found existing and functioning 

in society and in and through history. i~or is there any 

study of nature in general as was seen in the views of 

those adopting a teleologic01 fraTf18work.3ut there is 



little need for this if one maintains that the rules are 

received by means other than empirical study. 

The.s·maitl..'.stumbling block for natural law is the 

dlsagr(3ements among proponents. As was noted earlier, 

141 

there are no arguments which can be brought forth on an 

intuitionist account to confirm the truth of some 'insights' 

and the falsity of others. F~rther, corrobo~ation by the 

Sc~i:p-tures holds Ii ttle weight in a rational argument, 

for the information contained therein was either rece.i.ved 

via intuition or is not empirically verifiable. 

Finally, with the intuitionist approach there is the 

possibility of overemphasizii!-g an ideal while lOSing 

contact with reality. Often l what is t intui ted I or 1 self·~ 

evident' are rules or precepts which the author himself 

would like to see functioning in his own society. This 

has been pointed out earlier in the discussion of Locke 

and what he sees as 'self-evident' in the state of nature. 

?he second approach has been called 'naturalistic'. 

Hers, no claim is made for divine revelation (though 

God may still be seen as the ultimate source of the 

natural law) nor is there any reference to a state of 

nature. :;:ihe natural la\'ls are claimed to be empirically 

true in the sense that they are discovered through a 

study of human nature or through the understanding of one~ 

self as a person with all the attendant attributes. 



, 
Finally, they may be seen as empirically true because, 

as uni verf-:ial rules of conduct t they are encountered and 

articulated through a study of man in his environment and 

the tmiversal goals and aims which are found in -this 

situation. Based largely on a teleological view of the 

world (man at least), it is concluded that, considering 

the essence of 1rlan and what is required for its fulfill-

ment , some activities are more appropriate than others 

in certain circumstances and therefore 'ought' to be 

carried out. 

f['his type of study was discussed in reference to 

the Greeks, the Stoics, Aquinas and such modern natural-

law r8vivalistsas Leclercq. For the latter, on the 

basis of a study of man (continuously being refined and 

perfected), one can formulate natural laws of social 

health which will secure a harmonious life among men. 

As Carnes points out, it is no argument against this 

point of view "to say that if the state of the world and 

the condition of man were different, the fundamental 

norms wou.ld be different ... :1.57 Critics using this argument 

generally conclude that there is, therefore, no such 

thing as natural law. 3ut these authors state that 
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"i t is precisely the state of the world a:nd the coneli tion 

f' t ' 1-' 1 t th <liSe ""h ~ 1 '-11 1 o_~ man na"t-; maKe norms W1a- ey are. _'- U;:j a 1:; 10Ug1 

the nOY'rns are discovered and not man~made, there is the 

possibility of variation if the circumstances are them-

selves different. 

On this 8_ppl~oach, hUlllan actions are dividecl into 

two categories. -'h(~re a::e certain forT>ls of behaviour 

which are carried out automatically (e.g., digestion). 

~hese are akin to all actions of animals and other natural 

. entities 'Nhich have not man's ability to understand a 

ru.le and freely conform to it. ';'his abi1i ty applies 

to the second catezory or voluntary actions End the rules 

in this case may be disobeyed. It is in this sphere that 

natural moral la'Ns function. 

Through the study of man's voluntaty action~, the 

proponents of this approach attempt to articula't;e the 

natural la.1N in the form of some gener2~1 moral maxim 

(such as ~quinas' 'good ought to be done and evil aV0~ded') 

devoid of specific content. As was noted earlier, we are 

not supplied with a set of rules with code-like precision. 

l~or can a code be deduced from this general maxim in 

the way' clai,!led by proIlo:;lents of the intui tionist ap-

proach. qather, one arrives at the rules for what one 



ought to do through reasoning, always taking into account 

the princil)le moral precept, It is the discovery and 

clarification of this precept w11ich becomes t1).e major 

task of the modern natural law theorist though many, such 

as Rommen, understand it to be the dictate to realize 

one's essential being. (:~his, it may seem, is a return 

to the very first natural=laVl theories of the ancient 

Greeks but, as noted in Part One, the ultimate foundation 

of the appeal makes the analysis very different.) Rommen, 

following this approach (though seeing the divine as the 

ultimate appeal) concludes that "normative science 

requires a more disciplined and :penetrating study, one 

V/11.ic11 perpetually adjusts itself to the being and end of 

man and rests upon experience and compassions, than cio 

the theoretical sciences. ,,159 

It is this latter approach which has proved itself 

successful against the attacks of opponents and in providing 

a suita1)le explanation for the merger of facts and values. 

This is clearly evidenced in the discussions in the body 

of this study. On this approach the search for the proper 

modes of human behaviour is neverending, for "natural 

law }Jroperly unders·tood does not deal with the nature of 

man in a timeless vacuum but with human beings oper.'a-cil1g 



tl 'h· t h tl 1 f' d ,,160 in and 1.rougn lS ory, were -1ey are a ways ,oun . 

The basic point is that as our knowledge of the nature of 

man increases, we are better able to mal{e explicit 

the natural laws which can guide us to the optimum 

fulfillment of that nature. Although the actual precepts 

of the natural law may vary according to the circum~ 

stances, the major premise remains - that man ought to 

act in such a'way as to fulfill or compliment his essential 

nature. Once the above prffinise has been discovered and 

clearly formulated in our minds, we are no longer left 

to wander aimlessly, dependent for our guides to action 

on some human authority or 01]. our ovm whim. I~ow, 
• .!.. • 

l L lS 

up to us to make a conscious choice as to which path to 

follow. It is clear, I suggest, from the practical 

experiences of most mature legal systems - from the fact 

that regardless of the completeness of their codes they 

still are compelled to leave room for judicial discretion. 

which is not ruled by human enactments, that regardless 

of any theory of la\'/ they profess to follo'w that they 

still find the need to criticize and judge man-made 

laws on value-bases which are ill~defined and, for the 

most part, subjective and from the fact that there are 

a great many similarities a.monSHt l'8~al systems v{hich 



are surely more than coincidence - that the positivist 

theory of law h.as proven itself to be inadequa'te. 1 t"is 

because of the realization of this fact that the natural 

law is enjoying a revival today - which makes the need 

for a study of Y;hat the theory has meant before and the 

attend~nt problems more imperative. 

J. C. j',jurray has pOinted out several of the ·maj or 

attacks levied against the natural law. r't is interesting 

to note that none of these invalidate the approach now 

under review. '':''his is so clearly evident that very few 

comments upon these criticisms will accoIfllxlny the following 

list. 'i'he charges are: (:1) Abstracti onism - "as if it 

disregarded experience and undertook to pull all its pre-

cepts l:Uce so many rabbits 01l.t of the metaphysical hat 01'" 

an 8.bstract human essence. Ii 161 (2) In,tu.itionism - lias. 

if it maintained that all natural law.precepts were some-

how self-evident, II It is obvious that this criticism 

applies directly to the first ap:!.)roach. (J) Legalism 

\l8,S if it proclaimed a detailed code of particularized 

do's and don't's, nicely drawn u) with the aid of logic 

alone, absolutely normative in all possible circumstances, 

ready for autonatic application, whatever the factual 

situation L1aY be. [f Again this a}}pli es onl~r to tlls fir:::~t 



'.\9~)roach. (I.j-) Imnobili[,;i!l - "as if its conc opt of an 

imhmtalJle hUl:lan nature and an v.nchanging strllC ture of 

hni:nn ends rOQuired it to deny the historicity of hUTilan 

e2d.stence and forbade it to reco."~nize the virtu.alities 

of h1.1.':1.an freedom." (.5) Jiol.ogical ~ "as if it confus es 

the 'primordial' in a biological sense, wi-eh the 'natural'." 

i'his mislmdersta~1.din~ W8S noted in the discussion of 

ambiguities. As Vias pointed out at that time, the enphasis 

on such concepts as goodness, justice and moral choice 

implies that thero was no confusion with or identification 

of the natural in this sphere with the biological features 

of man, which, for the most 9art, function automatically. 

Furthermore f as is seen in ma.ny of Plato's dialogues I -the 

effort was made to deny man's biological tendencies the 

stat"us of tprimordial f, reserving this name for the 

rational soul. In the Laws.Plato states that it is the soul 
.~.---. 

which is primordial. ::11e soul is identified flwith the 

primal becoming and movement of all that is, has been, 

or shall be, and of all ~:;heir contraries f seeing it 

has disclosed itself as the universal cause of all change 

and motion." (896a) (6) Object.ivist ~. here the natural 

law is criticized "for its supposed n(~glect of the values 

of the human person and its deafness to the resonances 

of' intersubjectivity." -;)ecause the natural law studies 

those aspects of man which are common to the species, it 

must not deny the uniqueness ,of each individual repre-



sentations of that Bpecies. ~1his is one of the reasons 

why this second aPliroach deni es the possi bili ty of a 

ready-made code of action. Each decision concerning what 

m.an oU,;ht to do must take into consideration the circLJ.m-

stances and the individuals involved. 1',.;3 :lurray concludes, 

the natural lavl simply pro})oses "to e;ive a philosophical 

aCCOUi'l.t of the moral experience of humani. ty and to lay 

down a charter of humanism, 11
162 It does not proclaim 

infallibility in all its decisions, although through 

further study of man it hopes to correct most of our errors. 

;\10r does it wan.t to promote a bell ef in situation ethics. 

(]:here are certain general principles which have an 

objective oasis in the nature of man. If we choose to 

follow the natural law and p:r:'orrlote what is Gs?ential in 

man, then there are certain precepts and guidelines we' 

mU.st £011mv. 

~an has made ereat proeress this last century in the 

scientific and technological spheres. Yet, in the ethical 

realms which ought to give direction to all our actions, 

we have been held bacle and stifled by the arid supremacy 

of posi ti visn. One wonders if there is anything ",.,hich is 

right or [,ood in itself - without reference to a law-giver 

or pure theory of law. As was noted at the beginning of 



this chapter, man both psychological-ly needs and h,3.s 

rationally argued for such a1)solute validity for his 

laws and morals. 

natural law - that is, the more modest second approach 

gives us the guidelines to follow in both intersubjective 

and international relations. It provides a standard by 

which to judge and criticize human enactments, yet is 

flex.ible enough to give us direction in changing circum-

stances. Perhaps this view does fulfill a psychological 

need, but, as this study has tried to show, it does much 

more. It provides us with a means to discover the natural 

l8.ws and formally articulate them and put them into use. 

As has been mentioned, the positivist approach has proven 

to be less than adequate in setting out a stable foundation 

for our legal system and, in light of this, ~ven those 

legal systems which profess to adhere to the view leave 

room for opinions and guides to conduct which are not 

found in the codes of man. On the view outlined here, 

may be argued convincingly that such natural la'Ns exist 

to give meaning and a firm foundation and basis for 

criticism of our positive enactments. As Clyde Kluckholn 

asks, "Is there not a presumptive likelihood that these 

TDox'al principles somehow correspond to inevitabilities, 

given the nat1..J.re of the hUlflan orGanism and of the human 

situation?,,:l.63~'hus the natural law provides 1.1..S with an 



ansvver to and a way out of the malaise affectin;g man 

today - a malaise caused by the inability to arti

Ct).late the values and guides to conduct vfhich. cround 

our human enactments. 
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